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THE.STATUS OF SCIENCE SUPERVISION 
. IN FLORIDA SCHOOL DISTRICTS
Purpose. The purpose of this study was to ascertain, study, 
evaluate and report the status of science supervision in the public 
schools of Florida. A more specific purpose was to discover the areas 
in need of greater emphasis in the preparation and inservice training of 
science supervisors.
Method. First, related literature was searched for criteria for 
the evaluation of science supervision. Second, these criteria were used 
to construct an instrument used to gather data from Florida science 
supervisors.
Summary and conclusions. 1. Responses were received from 
forty-five supervisors appointed by their superintendents to participate 
in the study.
2. The title of approximately one-half of the supervisors 
included the word "science" as a job description.
3. Seventy-five percent of the supervisors were male, more than 
half, were between the ages of forty and sixty.
4. The listed experiences of Florida supervisors seemed to 
partially qualify them for their positions.
5. Florida supervisors included in this survey had adequate 
academic credits to supervise science curricula.
6. All respondents indicated at least a Masters degree.
7. The supervisors had relatively recent academic training; 
twenty-eight received degrees after 1960.
8. The range in annual salary was from $11,000 to $26,000. The 
majority of contract salaries were paid over twelve month periods.
9. These supervisors were active professionally.
10. A total of twenty-seven local school boards authorized
science titled positions by 1972.
1
211. The NDEA had little influence on the establishment of 
science supervision in Florida.
12. Middle and junior high schools received more supervisory 
attention than high schools or elementary schools.
13. The majority of respondents indicated they were assigned 
official duties other than supervision.
14. The magnitude of supervisory responsibility appeared to defy 
effective supervisory programs.
15. Supervisors generally worked in proximal "staff" positions 
to county superintendents.
16. Florida supervisors generally practiced supervision by the 
philosophy of Democratic Human Relations.
The perceptions of Florida supervisors of science differed from 
current research recommendations related to preparation programs. The 
data compiled in this research were used to produce a list of criteria 
for possible use in the improvement of college preparatory programs for 
science supervisors and for developing inservice programs for active 
supervisors.
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION
Professional instructional supervision was initiated in Florida 
in Brevard County in 1901. In 1940, the Florida Educational Directory 
listed twenty-three instructional supervisors, about one for every three 
counties. The 1965 directory listed 683, an average of more than ten 
per county (Renfroe, 1966:59-60).
Science supervision, as opposed to the supervision of science by 
general supervisors, was begun in Florida with the employment of a 
one-half time science supervisor in 1945. Dade County was the only 
school district in Florida which employed a supervisor of science in 
1958 (Lee, 1958:39). By 1960, there were four science supervisors and 
this number increased to fourteen by 1965 (Renfroe, 1966:67, Table 3).
A DATRIX and ERIC computer search revealed less literature on 
science supervision than other specialized areas. Science supervision 
as a specialized field appeared to be the newest category in the organized 
effort to supervise instruction.
J. M. Goode, in a 1968 doctoral study at The Ohio State University, 
recognized the need for a greater amount and more effective science 
supervision. He stated that general supervisors found themselves without 
the necessary background, in content and techniques, to effectively 
fulfill their obligations as supervisors of the quality and the quantity 
of science programs offered in public schools (Goode, 1968:3-4). From
1
2that statement, it seemed obvious that modern science supervision could 
enhance the possibility that science curricula be more nearly kept 
abreast with scientific development.
The competencies needed for such a position are many; not only 
in specialized subject fields such as physics, chemistry, and biology, 
but in such important phases of education as human relations, psychology 
of learning, human growth and development, methodology, and administration 
(Lee, 1958:13). Successful science supervision requires both specific 
technical skills in the field of science (Wheat, 1970:26) and a working 
knowledge of how schools operate.
PURPOSE
The purpose of this study was to ascertain, study, evaluate and 
report the status of science supervision in the public schools of Florida 
as viewed by Florida supervisors. A more specific purpose was to 
discover the areas in need of greater emphasis in the preparation and 
inservice training of science supervisors.
PROBLEMS
1. Criteria for the evaluation of science supervision based on 
the literature of science, supervision, and science supervision as a 
specialized area were developed.
2. An appropriate instrument for gathering data was developed 
and used to determine the status of Florida science supervision. The 
instrument included such general factors as: personal data, preparation,
titles, history of the position, bases of selection, bases of authority, 
organization for supervision, philosophy of supervision, areas of needed
change, recognized responsibilities, activity patterns, and professional 
participation.
DELIMITATIONS
The study was limited to the status of science supervision in 
the sixty-seven county school districts in Florida. Data were collected 
from supervisors responsible for the coordination, direction, and 
supervision of science curricula.
NEED FOR THE STUDY
By the fall of 1976 there was no record that a study of science 
supervision was ever conducted in Florida. Some members of the State 
of Florida Department of Education expressed a need for this type of 
study. When contacted to determine their interest, 68 percent of the 
Florida superintendents requested that their districts be included in 
this study and named a supervisor to provide data. It was anticipated 
that the findings could be used locally to improve school science 
supervision through identification of the status of science supervision 
and through comparison of local conditions with criteria considered 
applicable by recognized authorities on science supervision.
PROCEDURE
1. Related literature was searched for criteria used to evaluate 
science supervision. Computer retrieval systems, DATRIX and ERIC, were 
utilized in the search for dissertations, journals and periodicals.
42. A letter was written to the Florida State Commissioner of 
Education requesting endorsement of and permission to conduct a status 
survey of science supervision in Florida. (See Appendix A.)
3. A research instrument was developed for gathering data from 
Florida science supervisors. It was tested on members of the East 
Tennessee Supervisors' Study Council and recommended changes were made 
to improve the validity of the instrument. (See Appendixes F and G.)
4. The superintendents of Florida's sixty-seven districts were 
asked to name a supervisor to supply data for the study (Appendix D).
5. After three weeks, a second letter was mailed to superinten­
dents who failed to respond. (See Appendix D.)
6. A cover letter, return envelope, and questionnaire were
mailed to designated supervisors. (See Appendix E.)
7. A second questionnaire was sent to non-respondents five
weeks later. (See Appendix E.)
8. A third letter was mailed to supervisors who did not respond 
to the follow-up.
9. All answers on the questionnaire were tabulated, recorded, 
and reported.
DEFINITIONS OF TEEMS
Florida School Districts
Public schools of Florida are administered through sixty-seven 
county units. These units are school districts.
Science Supervisor
Is that person, regardless of the title he/she may have, who is 
responsible for the coordination, direction, and supervision of public 
school teachers of science.
General Supervisors
A member of the county central office staff responsible for the 
supervision of more than one curricular area.
Supervision
Process of directing improvements in the teaching-learning 
environment. It is a control which functions to evaluate action while 
in progress to assure that execution takes place in accordance with 
plans and instructions (Good, 1973:572).
Materials
Any consumable device with instructional content or function that 
is used for teaching purposes (Good, 1973:307).
Equipment
Any non-consumable device used in the process of teaching.
Chapter 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
The literature reviewed was of four types: (1) that related to
the nature and development of general supervision, (2) literature dealing 
with the background of specialized supervision, (3) articles and comments 
on the nature and development of science supervision, and (4) literature 
aimed at the establishment of acceptable criteria for science supervision.
GENERAL SUPERVISION
Supervision dates back to the very beginnings of American 
education. It was carried out in the early days of the eastern seaboard 
colonies by various school committees, boards, and administrative 
officers selected by the people. Supervision, as conceived then,
"amounted to little more than occasional inspectional visits on the part 
of the officers concerned, to ascertain in an unprofessional way if the 
teachers were carrying on the program of education which had been laid 
down for them" (Ayer and Barr, 1928:8). It has developed and changed in 
emphasis as education and the times changed. As a contribution to the 
educational process, supervisory practices began with emphasis on auto­
cratic inspection. Supervision evolved and changed from the direction of 
teaching to service to teachers.
Lucio and McNeil (1971:112) presented a review of the development 
of supervision from before 1900 to the 1970s. They listed various stages 
of supervisory development:
6
71970s
The 1940s 
and 1930s
The 1920s
Turn of the 
century
Before 1900
SUPERVISION THROUGH REASON AND PRACTICAL INTELLIGENCE 
Reason: The specification of desired outcomes and
appropriate behavior necessary to their 
attainment.
Practical Intelligence: Action through wide partici­
pation of all concerned in 
the process of inquiry and 
the judgment of outcomes.
SUPERVISION AS DEMOCRATIC HUMAN RELATIONS 
Teachers had feelings and emotions which were appealed 
to for action. Emphasis was given to personal 
determination of ends.
SCIENTIFIC SUPERVISION 
Supervision was to discover "laws" of education and 
apply them through teachers. Research and measurement 
were to be domain of supervision. Teachers were to 
apply findings.
SUPERVISION BY SPECIALISTS 
New subjects required services of specialists. 
Supervision continued to be an arm of administration.
ADMINISTRATIVE INSPECTION 
Teachers considered as instruments to be supervised 
by administration.
Supervision by objectives was an innovation championed by 
clinical supervision in the 1960s. This type of supervision propagated 
by Cogan (1973) and Goldhammer (1969) was described by Mosher and Purpel 
(1972:77) as the supervisory method which met the criterion of "best 
existing practice." It was reported as the most sophisticated and 
concentrated program of supervision in the country (Goldhammer, 1969).
In clinical supervision, general objectives are translated at the 
supervisory level into planning for, observation, analysis and treatment 
of the teacher's classroom performance. The principle of direct treatment 
made the method "clinical": it addressed the doing, or practice,
dimension of teaching.
8Wilson, Byar, Shapiro and Schell, in their book, Sociology of 
Supervision (1969:183), envisaged supervision as a sociological function 
synonymous with school planning. Their succinct description established 
a symbiotic relationship between the concepts of supervision and planning. 
Supervisors, in this text, were charged with working across, over, and 
around the "hard categories of specific disciplines." One essential task 
was the manufacture of synergisms from theoretical material of many 
conflicting points of view.
Systems supervision was advocated by Feyereisen, Fiorino, and 
Nowak (1970:19) in 1970. They described supervisors as the leaven in 
educational improvement, but thought the organizational aspects were 
most important. Supervisory competency, as defined in systems theory, 
was subservient to operational procedures. This highly objective process 
involved input analysis, input, process, output and output measurement.
General supervision is an integral part of school programs. T.
A. Wheat (1970:18-19) in his doctoral dissertation emphasized the 
complexity of supervision and stated that general supervisors should 
improve instruction by working with and through people. He also suggested 
supervision be viewed on a broad context. It is exercised by a variety 
of people in a school system: assistant superintendent, directors of
instruction, curriculum specialists, supervisors, resource teachers, and 
principals.
The nature of supervision was described in Good's Dictionary of 
Education (1973:572) as the process of directing improvements in the 
teaching-learning environment. Kimball Wiles (1950:3) identified 
positive supervision as a source of assistance for teachers. Negatively, 
Wiles contended supervision could be a threat to individuality. In his
book, Supervision as Human Relations (1953:6), Bartky used administration, 
management, inspection, and supervision as aspects of organizational 
activity. Eye and Netzer (1965:12) included supervision in the 
organizational processes of administration, management, and inspection 
but failed to categorize it as a discrete entity.
Mosher and Purpel (1972:29-33) pondered the existence of 
supervision and concluded that it was rarely successful. According to 
these contemporaries, the history of supervision revealed surprisingly 
exact precedents for the muddy contemporary definitions. Conversely, 
they stated experience revealed a revival of interest in supervision and 
current discussions were refreshing for their relative freedom from 
sloganeering and pieties. Several forces were linked to this renewed 
interest: public sensitivity to the importance of education, curriculum
revolutions, criticism of extant curricula, concern for the professional­
ization of teaching, and the search for new career patterns for teachers. 
Each contributed to a reassessment and, in some cases, to the development 
of supervisory programs.
SPECIALIZED SUPERVISION
Early in the nineteenth century supervisory powers were usually 
vested in one official position; commonly known as superintendent of 
schools. The duties of the superintendent multiplied to a point where 
assistants were appointed, and other new positions were created as a 
result of expanded programs.
Ayer and Barr (1928:18-21), in The Organization of Supervision, 
stated a number of new subjects were introduced into the public-school 
curriculum circa 1870. This created a demand for specialists in the
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field to supervise the "new subjects" as neither the superintendent nor 
his assistants were prepared to administer instruction in them. These 
authors reported that 50 percent of the time for instruction was given to 
the three "R" subjects, 16 percent to content subjects (history, civics, 
geography, and science). Special subjects included physical training, 
play, drawing, music, shop work, and domestic sciences.
V. Lee (1958) reported that certain special subjects, especially 
music, physical education, and industrial arts were still supervised by 
specialists and their numbers increased as enrollment increased.
Carleton (1946:17) recognized that science supervision by specialists 
made comparatively small gains from its initial development to 1946.
Lee E. Wickline (1966:13) found that, with the exception of a 
half dozen states, the special science supervisor was a phenomenon of 
large city school systems until 1958. He and other authors (Busch, 1961; 
Renfroe, 1966; Stotler, Richardson and Williamson, 1967; Harbeck, 1967) 
cite the passage of the National Defense Education Act (N.D.E.A.) as a 
factor in increased emphasis on special supervisors. This was demon­
strated by the fact that nearly all of the science and mathematics 
supervisors employed at the state level since the enactment of the act 
were paid out of N.D.E.A. funds. Group II (for programs, instruction, 
and administration) of the N.D.E.A.-Title III appropriated 7,500,000 
million dollars for strengthening supervision and administration in 
state education agencies (Harbeck, 1967:104-105).
In Florida, art and music consultants were among the first 
subject area supervisors and were still significant in numbers in 1965 
(Renfroe, 1966:66). Home economics represented one of Florida's earliest 
attempts at instructional supervision. Expert leadership in math,
11
science, social studies and English were initiated in the early 1940s, 
then phased out and were later reestablished and then grew significantly. 
Renfroe reported in 1965 that subject area supervision constantly 
expanded over the 1940-1965 period, but that the most extensive growth 
occurred after 1960. The first science supervision in Florida was begun 
with the employment of a one-half time district science supervisor in 
1945. Dade County was the only school district in Florida that employed 
a supervisor of science in 1958 (Lee, 1958:39). By 1960, there were 
four science supervisors and this number increased to fourteen by 1965 
(Renfroe, 1966:67, Table 3).
SCIENCE SUPERVISION
Social pressures forced new subjects into the curricula of larger 
city schools circa 1870. Methodology and subject matter problems 
accompanied these new arrivals and required the services of special 
supervisors (Ayer and Barr, 1928:18-21). The need for special supervision 
in the sciences was advocated by several authors in the literature of 
science, supervision, and science supervision.
Ayer and Barr (1928:23), in The Organization of Supervision, 
reported the findings of their survey on special supervision. They 
discovered 19.5 supervisors of science were employed in 1923 in 44 
American cities with populations of over 100,000. Some of the many 
subjects supervised included: school gardens, nature study, elementary
science, and agriculture. The authors reported only one supervisor who 
worked primarily in secondary-school science.
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In a later report on instruction in science, 1932, Beauchamp 
found that many courses of study in science were formulated by committees 
represented by each of the fields of science. Several of these committees 
worked either under the leadership of curriculum directors; supervisors 
of science, or outside help; some were not supervised at all. Beauchamp 
concluded that the more innovative courses were organized in school 
systems which employed both a director of curriculum or a science 
supervisor (Lee, 1958:7).
Franklin T. Mathewson (1942:685-690) studied the relative value 
of supervisory agencies in science teaching. His conclusions were based 
on 586 questionnaire responses from department heads, classroom teachers 
in large and small schools, city science supervisors, professors of 
science education, principals, and superintendents of 48 states. All 
agencies included in this study reported limited use of their resources 
by classroom teachers. Science supervisors excelled in the redirection 
of the effort of experienced teachers and reorganization of science 
courses. Mathewson believed the change in science education contributed 
to the war effort. Apropos of this change, science supervisors and 
department heads were deemed valuable; they assisted teachers in 
modifying courses; prepared them for teaching new units; and obtained 
up-to-date supplementary materials.
Robert H. Carleton (1946:11-19) described the status of science 
supervision in four geographic areas of the United States in an article 
in Science Education. This science department chairman sent questionnaires 
to supervisors of science in 48 cities with populations of approximately 
150,000. The findings of this study indicated that progress was made 
in the efforts to improve science instruction at the secondary level in
13
larger school systems by provision of some kind of system-wide guidance, 
direction, or supervision. However, Carleton stated, the trend was not 
widespread (22 out of 31 systems) and did not show signs of acceleration. 
Direction and guidance accorded science education came from assistant 
superintendents, curriculum or research directors (10 cases out of 22) 
instead of from special subject supervisors (5 cases out of 22). Senior 
high school teachers' feelings toward supervision was "often antagonistic" 
according to Carleton. He gained the impression that teachers were not 
concerned with a science education program, and felt no need for super­
vision.
The need for science counselors in secondary schools was advocated 
by R. W. Lefler (1947) in a paper presented to the December, 1946, meeting 
of the American Association for the Advancement of Science. He described 
the role of New York State and Indiana science counselors and encouraged 
educators to ask for federal aid to support more programs of supervision. 
Archie J. MacLean (1953:437) recognized the symbiotic relationship of 
science supervision to guidance, he cited the need for science supervisors 
to help teachers provide guidance to science students. He stressed the 
importance of stimulation of pupil interest in vocational fields of 
science as well as science teaching as a career.
The Science Teaching Improvement Program of the American 
Association for the Advancement of Science initiated the Study on the 
Use of Science Counselors during the 1956-1957 school year. It was 
developed as a result of an awareness of the shortage of science and 
mathematics teachers. In 1957 the use of supervisors in American 
education was far too limited, particularly in science and mathematics 
(Mayor, 1957:123).
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Verlin W. Lee (1958:225), on the basis of research for his 
doctoral dissertation recommended (1) that each State Department of 
Education study the need for a science supervisor at the state level and 
to recommend the employment of a professionally competent person if the 
need appeared, (2) that each State Department of Education urge and 
recommend the employment of full or part-time supervisors of science at 
the local level. He assumed that supervision of science instruction was 
very necessary to the embryonic science teacher and had obvious 
implications for those with several years experience.
The kind and amount of help necessary for beginning science 
teachers was studied by Edward Victor (1958) in secondary schools of 
Massachusetts during the 1954-55 school year. Responses from two 
groups of beginning teachers whose preparation programs differed 
indicated a need for much help. This study pointed to the need for
close and effective supervision in order to increase the effectiveness
of science teachers.
The federal government reacted to the paucity of science 
supervisors with the enactment of Title III of the National Defense 
Education Act in 1958. This congressional legislation provided an 
unprecedented sum of money to be used to employ science supervisors at 
state and local levels (Harbeck, 1967).
Scientists and educators throughout the nation took stock of
curricular offerings and proposed changes in the early 1960s. National 
curriculum studies at this time varied from the initial to final test 
and feedback stages. People interested in improved science education 
were encouraged by these evidences of concern. There was also evidence
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of the realization that as science instruction became more important 
supervision in the area would become equally important (Fowler, 1962:366).
In 1966, the President of the National Science Teachers 
Association outlined steps for the development of an articulated science 
curriculum. She called upon science supervisors to take the first steps 
in this development. They, she noted, were the one group with the 
knowledge, skill, and endurance to see it through (Hale, 1966:10).
The use of area science coordinators was recognized as the 
approach required to strengthen and encourage science education in public 
schools of Norfolk County, Virginia (Mandell, 1960:27). Arthur L. Costa 
(1963) wrote of a similar role for science specialists. He identified 
them as persons needed to meet the educational requirements of children 
for a scientifically oriented society.
The prime importance of science supervisors in the teacher 
education process was presented in a paper before the General Session of 
the National Science Supervisors Association and the Association for the 
Education of Teachers in Science at the National Science Teachers 
Association's Great Lakes Regional Conference, Buffalo, New York, October, 
1969. The author, John J. Montean (1970:298), suggested the use of 
"on-the-job in-service programs" structured and conducted by science 
supervisors. To support this suggestion, he reminded the audience of 
the deplorable nationwide status of teacher training in science. Even 
earlier, in 1963, John R. Ginther (1963:30) reported that science 
consultants might have a greater impact on achievement if they would 
work with teachers as opposed to students.
The need for elementary science consultants as specialists to 
help bring appropriate practices to the lower grades was cited by
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Reinish (1966:53). He mentioned lack of adequate background in major 
content areas as a barrier to good science teaching. Reinish thought 
consultants should be permanent members of the staff in order to foster 
a more dynamic and realistic school science program.
In 1966, school districts were reported to need special science 
supervisors as leaders in the struggle to keep the school science 
curriculum abreast of the current scientific developments (Wickline, 
1966:13). The increased demands upon the time and resources of science 
supervisors attested to the fact that there was a need for more 
supervisors. It was difficult for supervisors to make a significant 
impact on science education because of accelerated activity in the field 
(Welliver, 1969:99).
By about 1970, use of special subject supervisors became more 
widespread, and included not only local school systems but state 
departments of education as well (Wheat, 1970:28).
Role of the Science Supervisor
Literature related to the supervision of schools was, from the 
beginning, filled with contradictions related to the role of supervisors. 
Some authors considered supervision as an arm of administration, others 
considered it "subject related" and formed support for supervisory 
activity in the mastery of a content field.
In addition to articles and dissertations previously cited 
reflecting the need for science supervision, reference was made to studies 
of the status, activities, tasks, and responsibilities of science 
supervisors.
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One of the earlier discussions of the role of science supervisors
was published in Science Education. That article contained a list of
duties of supervisors in a program initiated in Chicago.
The duties of the advisors were to help the teachers 
plan units of work, to develop individual lessons, to 
suggest and secure materials, to prepare reference lists, 
and to make frequent visits to note the progress of 
classroom work. (Wilt, 1940:146)
Rawlins (1939:439) described the duties of science supervisors
in a large school district in detail. Supervisors should:
Contact teachers
Perform office work
Prepare and score examinations
Compile list of apparatus, equipment, and supplies
Attend meetings
Read professional literature.
Robert H. Carleton (1946:18) investigated science supervisors of 
large city schools. Supervisory agents reported in his study ranked the 
following duties and responsibilities as follows:
Visit and observe
Review or develop a philosophy of science education
Supervise public relations
Organize special courses in science
Supply teachers with references
Provide visual aids.
A broadening of the concept of science supervision was evident 
in the writing of Lefler (1947:217-220). The duties of New York State 
science supervisors as described by him included:
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Visit schools to organize instruction
Assist in planning, organizing, administering instructional
program
Prepare reports including recommendations for improvement 
Make speeches on school administration and organization 
Research problems in organization of programs
Prepare bulletins and bibliographies related to responsibility 
in administrative organization.
Lefler listed the following specific services offered by Indiana 
science counselors:
Conferences with individual teachers
Conferences with groups of teachers
Conferences with supervisors and administrators
Preparation of curriculum materials
Location and development of resource materials
Encouragement of interest in science
Preparation for and conducting classes in methods.
Harold Spears (1953:175) asked a group of thirty-five supervisors 
how their working time was distributed among the various duties on the 
job. They gave these responses:
Activity Time Distribution
Working with teachers 45%
Gathering materials 10%,
Teaching and demonstration 5%,
Holding or attending conferences 11%
Carrying on research 14%
Working with related agencies 9%,
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Among other activities mentioned were clerical work, handling 
films and textbooks, distribution of supplies, testing and evaluation, 
and working with Parent-Teacher Associations.
MacLean (1953:137) advocated the guidance function of science 
supervision. He stated that guidance counselors were in short supply 
and usually were not well versed in vocational opportunities in science.
Edward Victor (1958:552, Table 2) surveyed 106 science teachers 
in Massachusetts and reported areas where they needed assistance. 
Supervisors were to be responsible for assisting teachers in the following: 
Learn about and locate science materials 
Identify and encourage science talent 
Use varied methods for teaching science
Plan and organize class work, evaluate pupil progress and the 
science course
Identify, manipulate, and order equipment 
Understand science content in textbooks.
Two major studies of the evaluation of science supervision were 
conducted by doctoral candidates at The Ohio State University. V. Lee's 
(1958:158, 195) dissertation research resulted in a list of 106 
supervisory activities under eight major categories. The rank order of 
importance of the categories was established by local and state super­
visors. Differences in the ranking by these two groups were as follows: 
Local Supervisors State Supervisors
1. Methods 1. Administrators
2. Administration 2. Methods
3. Curriculum study 3. Curriculum study
4. Materials and equipment 4. Self-growth
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5. Public relations 5. Inservice growth of teachers
6. Self-growth 6. Materials and equipment
7. Inservice growth of teachers 7. Public relations
8. Research 8. Research
Ten years later, a second study on evaluation of practices in 
science supervision was conducted by John Merton Goode (1968:30). This 
researcher identified functions of science supervisors and developed an 
instrument to evaluate practices that science supervisors could use in 
performing these functions. The functions selected were:
Curriculum development 
Inservice education 
Utilization of learning materials 
Development of personnel 
Professional growth 
Promoting public relations.
The evaluation instrument was comprised of case studies presenting
problems in each of the above areas. A jury of science educators favored 
the use of indirect methods by supervisors as compared to more direct and 
dictatorial alternatives.
Services provided by Norfolk County, Virginia area science 
coordinators were proven effective by Alan Mandell (1960:27). The 
coordinators served as resource persons. In that capacity they: 
provided or obtained materials and equipment; worked with teachers in 
developing plans; provided demonstrations; encouraged and gave technical 
assistance to teachers.
Paul F. Ploutz (1961:41) researched the conditions of employment, 
status, and professional responsibilities of one hundred science
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supervisors in thirty-two states. His sample included elementary, 
kindergarten through twelve, secondary, and state department science 
supervisors. Supervisors from all levels spent the greatest amount of 
their time in:
1. Assisting teachers in the classroom
2. Providing materials, supplies, and information
3. Curriculum development
4. Organizational duties
5. Inservice education
6. Demonstration classes
7. Administration (local) National Defense Education Act.
In 1961, a total of 261 teachers participated in John Harwell's 
(1961:61) doctoral research on responsibilities of science supervisors. 
Harwell found that teachers desired more frequent demonstrations of 
methods and techniques of teaching science. Teachers identified the 
following responsibilities as important to science supervision:
Classroom visitation Philosophy
Inservice development of teachers Professional growth
Methods and techniques Administration
Equipment and supplies Science personnel
Research School plant
Public relations
Haron J. Battle (1961:303-307) identified and discussed unique 
functions of science supervisors in an address for the 60th Annual 
Convention of the Central Association of Science and Mathematics Teachers, 
November 26, 1960. The major functions he identified were particular to
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supervisors in the Gary Public Schools, Gary, Indiana. These supervisors 
were most useful in:
Supervising curriculum development 
Identifying teaching aids 
Utilizing National Defense Education Act 
Stimulating professional growth 
Facilitating teaching-learning process 
Evaluating curriculum.
A survey of the services performed by respondent science super­
visors in the public schools of Texas was reported by Robert Cannon 
(1964:211-214) in School Science and Mathematics. The questionnaire 
utilized in his study was sent to twenty-nine supervisors of whom fifteen 
responded. The jobs reported by the supervisors and the number who 
reported this function are listed below:
Consultation with teachers about specific problems 15
Working with science fairs 14
Looking up desired facts and materials 12
Working with audiovisual aids 11
Attendance at supervisory and administrative meetings 10
Secure and distribute free materials 10
Publish bulletins or courses of study 9
Setting up science clubs 8
Inservice education 5
Construction of devices and displays 5
Collection of specimens for class use 5
Demonstration teaching 4
Develop science curriculum 4
A questionnaire designed by the staff at the Scientific Literacy 
Center, University of Wisconsin, was directed to all state science 
supervisors; supervisors were selected from the January, 1967, list of 
state science supervisors prepared by the Council of State Science 
Supervisors. This two-page questionnaire included questions about 
allocation of time, duties, and responsibilities. A total of eighty-seven
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State Science Supervisors responded. Analysis of the data indicated 
that most supervisors devoted full time to science related duties. 
Concurrently, actual supervision occupied a small fraction of their time. 
Consulting accounted for 45 percent of their available time, while 
supervision represented only 9 percent (O'Hern and Doran, 1967:204-207).
Anthony Papalia and Rodney L. Doran (1971:8-9) surveyed science 
supervisors in Western New York to determine their duties and responsi­
bilities. The majority of supervisors in that survey (83 percent) had 
teaching duties. Other duties included:
Preparation of budget 
Preparation of inventory 
Improvement of teaching 
Recommendation for teacher tenure 
Evaluation of teachers 
Selection of teachers.
J. Hutchinson, Jr. (1973:117-121) studied the functions and 
responsibilities of science supervisors in the parish and city public 
school systems of Louisiana. Questionnaires were sent to supervisors 
of sixty-six school districts. Fifty respondents rated classroom 
visitation and consultation with teachers as a prime supervisory function. 
They also considered inservice training of teachers of major importance. 
Louisiana science supervisors felt they should keep abreast of new 
techniques, objectives, and modern methods in science. The supervisors 
considered themselves accountable for the procurement and dissemination 
of resource materials.
A profile of science supervision in New York State was reported 
in a recent issue of Science Education. The authors surveyed 265
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supervisors to find out how they spent their time. New York science 
supervisors listed the following activities in rank order:
1. Consulting with teachers
2. Teaching pupils
3. Curriculum activities
4. Activities regarding supplies and equipment
5. Evaluation of teaching
The majority of these supervisors (82 percent) were "Science Department 
Chairmen" with teaching duties (ranked two) (Ritz and Felsen, 1976:341, 
Table 1; 343, Table 6).
The professional stature of science supervision was enhanced by 
the appearance of many articles devoted to the definition of various 
roles for science supervisors.
Harold E. Tannenbaum (1960:50) analyzed the conglomeration of 
science supervisory roles. His analysis revealed these functional areas: 
Inservice
Curriculum preparation 
Science program coordination 
Materials and supplies 
Teacher evaluation 
Consultant to teachers 
Arthur L. Costa (1963:17) concurred with the establishment of these areas 
and added that supervisors should promote curriculum changes by the 
promotion of interaction among people.
Several authors (Cunningham, 1967; Andersen, 1972; Reiher, 1972) 
argued that self-evaluation is an important supervisory function. They
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also recognized this function as the best means of encouragement to 
promote change in teaching practices.
Career guidance was advocated by MacLean (1953) and Fowler (1962) 
as an important supervisory activity.
Early in 1967 two books were published which were devoted 
exclusively to science supervision. Stotler, Richardson, and Williamson 
(1967:2), in The Supervision of School Science Programs, developed the 
concept that the major function of the science supervisor was to develop 
an atmosphere of creative instability. They included numerous checklists 
of jobs with which a supervisor should be concerned. A section was 
devoted to the supervisor’s role in directed change in the science 
program.
The second of the two books which dealt with science supervision
was prepared as a project of the National Science Supervisors Association.
Its Commission on the Role of the Science Supervisor described the
advisory responsibilities of the supervisor as related to:
selection and assignment of staff 
design and construction of science facilities 
selection of science equipment, supplies and materials 
curriculum content, structure, and articulation 
interpretation of program to school staff and public 
inservice training of teachers
newest developments in science methods and evaluation of 
curriculum innovations 
effective classroom methods and techniques of science 
instruction
budgetary matters as they related to the science program.
(Harbeck, 1967:12)
Attention was given to line and staff functions of science 
supervision. The authors described immediate supervisory practices and 
possible short-range improvement (Harbeck, 1967).
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The Science Supervisors and Administrator's Desk Book (Clemmer, 
1975:27) placed at the high school science educator's fingertip a 
day-to-day reference on a wide variety of tested ideas, practical 
suggestions, recommended procedures, and workable techniques necessary 
for the successful operation of the high school science program. Clemmer 
developed a helpful guideline for effective supervision. The following 
is a succinct summary of his guideline:
Control of the instructional process
Coordinate curriculum
Move the program toward objectives
Observe daily progress
Solve inter-department problems
Gain support for decisions.
SUMMARY
The literature of science supervision was used to identify 
tasks, activities, and responsibilities of science supervisors.
Transition from general supervision to subject area supervision resulted 
in the concept of science supervision.
The responsibilities of supervision advanced by researchers did 
not vary in content. However, there was some variation, which ranged 
from top priority to low priority for inservice programs for science 
teachers. Thus, the variation that existed was in the relative 
importance of supervisory functions as opposed to the total content of 
desirable supervisory activity.
Twenty-three authors, who identified the role or some function 
of science supervision, were cited in the literature. It seemed
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plausible to categorize their findings and develop a total view of 
supervisory functions. Figure 1 reflects the number of authors who 
mentioned particular functional areas of supervision. There was general 
agreement that supervisors were involved with materials, equipment, and 
supplies. Curriculum functions was the next most popular area mentioned 
by authors in the field of science supervision. The authorities gave 
equal recognition to classroom visitation and inservice functions of 
science supervision. These areas were closely followed by administrative 
duties and science teaching methods, respectively. Public-relations and 
self-growth received equal attention with student involvement and 
research being the least important categories. Other categorical 
functions identified from the literature but not plotted on the 
histogram included: budget, science facilities, and teacher evaluation.
Each of these areas were mentioned twice in the writings of twenty-three 
authorities cited in this section.
Science supervision, as well as other subject area supervision, 
was described as a reluctant profession by Mosher and Purpel (1972).
This reluctance was germane to the ambiguity of supervisory responsibili­
ties. Among authors there was no consensus as to the rank-order of 
supervisory responsibilities.
A recent Handbook of Educational Supervision by Marks, Stoops, 
and Stoops (1976) represented another attempt to remove the reluctance 
to supervise. The major foci of this book included "how to" become an 
effective leader, develop quality inservice programs, and develop more 
adequate curricula. The dilemma of science supervision was not a matter 
of the identity of principles involved but in how and when to apply 
these recognized supervisory principles.
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Functional Areas
1 - Material, supplies, equipment
2 - Curriculum
3 - Classroom visitation and teacher consultation
4 - Inservice
5 - Administrative duties
6 - Science teaching methods
7 - Public relations
8 - Self-growth
9 - Direct student involvement (testing, guidance, clubs,
fairs, teaching)
10 - Research
Figure 1
Number of Authors Who Listed Particular 
Functional Areas of Science Supervision
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ACCEPTABLE CRITERIA FOR SCIENCE SUPERVISION
Lewin A. Wheat (1970:178) identified the unique competencies and 
contributions of science supervisors through his doctoral research at 
the University of Maryland. His list of 180 technical skills was based 
upon the literature in science education, constructed within the frame­
work of an accepted definition of technical skill, and identified by the 
professional judgment of a selected national jury of science supervisors 
and science educators. Wheat recommended that the skills inventory be 
used in preservice and inservice education classes, workshops, and 
institutes for science supervisors where it would be helpful to identify 
the technical skills possessed and the skills with which help was needed. 
He also recommended the inventory be used as a basis for further research 
to provide different types of information by retaining the list of 
technical skills and varying the instructions.
The technical skills with the highest percentages of acceptance 
(90-100 percent) in each of the eight task areas seemed to collectively 
represent the technical skills most associated with the very unique 
contribution of the science supervisor (Wheat, 1970:135).
For the purpose of this research, those highly accepted skills 
were selected as acceptable criteria for the preparation of science 
supervisors. The criteria are as follows:
Leadership
1. Identify short and long range goals.
2. Interpret the interrelationships of objectives.
3. Analyze science programs for strengths and weaknesses.
4. Analyze science programs for inservice implications.
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5. Interpret the differences between traditional and 
experimental programs.
6. Identify excellent teacher behavior.
Curriculum Development
1. Identify objectives of the local science program.
2. Evaluate existing science programs using established criteria.
3. Identify current experimental science curriculum programs.
4. Analyze new curriculum materials with respect to philosophy, 
content, and goals.
5. Identify new science curriculum materials for a teacher, 
subject, or system.
6. Identify teachers to participate in curriculum development. 
Science Facilities
1. Analyze science facilities needs in terms of future 
curriculum.
2. Describe desirable facilities for elementary science.
3. Interpret the need for specialized facilities.
4. Interpret science facilities needs to administrators.
5. Describe space requirements for classwork.
6. Interpret science facilities requirements to architects. 
Equipment and Materials
1. Justify equipment and materials for a specified curriculum.
2. Analyze teacher requests for equipment and materials.
3. Identify suppliers of science equipment.
4. Describe methods for organizing and storing science equipment 
and materials.
5. Identify agencies for repair of science equipment.
6. Identify appropriate instructors for materials workshops. 
Science Teaching Methods
1. Identify curriculum programs based upon a laboratory approach
2. Compare a variety of methods available in science teaching.
3. Describe the conditions necessary for safe and effective 
demonstrations.
4. Identify professional references on methods and materials.
5. Identify sources of suggestions for individual laboratory 
experiences.
6. Identify sources of suggestions for science demonstrations. 
Self-Growth
1. Identify journals in science education and science content.
2. Establish relationships in science education organizations.
3. Review journals in science education and science content.
4. Evaluate progress toward self-established goals.
5. Use self-instructional materials related to science education 
Public Relations
1. Interpret objectives of the science program to the public.
2. Justify the use of equipment and materials in teaching of
science.
3. Interpret the need for science facilities to the public.
4. Interpret the methods of science and science teaching to the
public.
5. Identify museums and other places of interest for science 
field trips.
6. Solicit help in science programs from advanced institutions.
These criteria for science supervision, adapted from the 1970 
research report of Wheat (1970:178) were judged as typical, comprehensive, 
and modern enough to be used as one basis for further research. When 
checked against the other literature reviewed for this study, it was 
observed that, as a whole, they did in fact constitute a virtual summary 
of the other readings.
Chapter 3
DEVELOPMENT, DESIGN AND ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY
Introducing the Study
A letter requesting permission to conduct a survey of science 
supervision in the sixty-seven school districts of Florida was mailed 
to Ralph Turlington, Commissioner of Florida Public Schools, on June 30,
1976. The Commissioner referred the request to Mr. Woodrow Darden,
Director of Public Schools. Director Darden indicated, in his July 27,
1976, reply, that the Department of Education was limiting data collection 
activities in school districts to those requests which were based in 
law, regulation, or federal and state program needs. The Director 
included an excerpt from the Florida state statute [Section 229.555 (2)
(a) (12)] which provided for " . . .  a reduction in the number and
complexity of required reports, particularly at the school level." Mr.
Darden further stated that the State Department could not withhold 
permission to contact district staffs, but would not authorize or endorse 
the study for a voluntary response from districts.
The Florida Education Directory (1975-76) was used to obtain 
names and addresses of the sixty-seven school superintendents. Letters 
requesting permission to obtain information about the status of science 
supervision were mailed to Florida superintendents on August 21, 1976.
A self-addressed postcard was enclosed for the superintendent's convenience. 
Each postcard was arranged so the superintendent could grant permission
for the study and designate a respondent to supply data.
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A follow-up letter was mailed to twenty-six non-respondents on 
September 8, 1976. After these two letters of request, forty-six (68.65 
percent) of Florida superintendents granted permission and appointed 
respondents to supply data.
The Survey Instrument
Literature related to science, supervision, and science supervision 
was searched to develop criteria for the evaluation of science supervision. 
A survey instrument was developed. It contained such general factors as: 
personal data, professional aspects of supervision, supervisory organi­
zation, type of supervision, and preparation for supervision.
The Pilot Study
Betty Hankins, Tennessee State Department of Education, 
solicited the help of selected school supervisors of Tennessee in a 
field test of the survey instrument. Thirty supervisors were given a 
cover letter, survey instrument, and return envelope on November 3, 1976. 
Students and professors of the East Tennessee State University Advanced 
Graduate Seminar (Education 6880) also contributed to the field test 
with informal suggestions and written responses on November 4, 1976.
The following questions appeared on the cover letter of the proposed 
survey instrument:
1. Do you consider this instrument adequate for the stated
purpose?
2. Are there items on the instrument that are irrelevant or
that should be removed for any reason?
3. Is the form, shape, design of the instrument adequate?
4. Are there suggestions you could make to improve this instrument?
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Fifteen completed questionnaires were returned in the field test. 
The instrument was revised based on suggestions and deemed reliable for 
the purpose of collecting data on science supervision in Florida school 
districts.
Method of Collecting Data
Copies of the survey instrument with cover letters were mailed to 
forty-six designated Florida supervisors on November 27, 1976. On January 
5, 1977, eleven follow-up letters were mailed to supervisors who did not 
initially respond. A third letter, another copy of the questionnaire, 
and a self-addressed envelope were mailed to four supervisors who did not 
respond to the follow-up. Three additional responses were received; 
these brought the total responses to forty-five (97.82 percent) of the 
forty-six county districts who were granted permission, by superintendents, 
to participate in this study.
ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY
The study was organized into five chapters. A section on cited 
references plus appendixes is included. Chapter 1 included an introduction 
to the problem, purpose of the study, statements of the problems, 
delimitations, need for the study, procedures, and definitions of terms.
Chapter 2 includes the review of related literature.
Chapter 3 is an explanation of the development, design, and 
organization of the study.
Chapter 4 consists of the presentation, analysis, and interpre­
tation of the data collected.
Chapter 5 includes the summary, conclusions, and recommendations.
Chapter 4
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
Forty-five responses, 97.82 percent, were received from supervisors 
designated by the district superintendents of forty-six Florida county 
school districts. The responses to specific items on the survey instrument 
were tabulated and totaled. The cases in which less than forty-five 
responses are analyzed were due to lack of response to that particular 
question. The data were presented in the same order in which the 
questions appeared on the questionnaire (see Appendix G). The categories 
of information were personal data, professional aspects, supervisory 
organization, type of supervision, and preparation for supervision.
PERSONAL DATA
Exact Titles
Science supervisors, for the purposes of this study, were defined 
as those persons regardless of their titles who were responsible for the 
coordination, direction, and supervision of public school teachers of 
science. District superintendents were asked to use this definition to 
identify respondents for this study. The word "science" was part of the 
title of over 50 percent (23) of the respondents. Science curricula 
were a designated responsibility of "general" supervisors in the other 
portion (22) of the sample. Exact titles are tabulated in Table 1. 
Subsequent analysis includes separation of supervisors both with science 
and without science as part of their title.
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Table 1
Exact Titles of Designated Florida Supervisors 
of Science Curricula
Titles with Science Designation Number Percent
Science Supervisor 11 24.44
Science and Math Coordinator 4 8.88
Science and Math Supervisor 2 4.44
Science Consultant 2 4.44
Science Department Chairman 1 2.22
Science Resource Teacher 1 2.22
Curriculum Specialist - Science 1 2.22
Curriculum Planner - Science 1 2.22
Subtotal 23 51.11
Titles without Science Designation
Assistant Superintendent for Instruction 8 17.77
Supervisor of Instruction 3 6.66
Director of Instruction 3 6.66
Curriculum Coordinator 2 4.54
Secondary Supervisor 2 4.54
Director of Secondary Education 1 2.22
Coordinator of Instruction 1 2.22
Principal 1 2.22
Administrator of Planning and Research 1 2.22
Subtotal 22 48.88
TOTAL 45 99.99
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Age and Sex
Thirty-two, 71.10 percent, of the supervisors were between the 
ages of forty and sixty. Ten, 21.21 percent, of the respondents were 
less than thirty-nine. Only three supervisors, 6.66 percent, were over 
sixty years of age. The ages of nineteen, 42.21 percent, of the science 
supervisors indicated that they would reach retirement age within 
fifteen years. Age ranges are recorded in Table 2. Thirty-four, or 
75.55 percent, of the supervisors who returned the questionnaire were 
males and eleven, or 24.44 percent, were females.
Table 2
Age Ranges and Sex of Florida Supervisors 
of Science Curricula by Title
Number by Title and Sex Total
Age
Range
Science Title Other Title
Number Percent
Percent by 20 
Year Group
M F M F
20-29 1 2 3 6.66
22.21
30-39 5 2 7 15.55
40-49
50-60
6 2 
5 2
5
6
3
3
16
16
35.55
35.55
71.10
60+ 2 1 3 6.66
M - Male; F - Female 
Experience
Teaching experience ranged from no classroom experience to 
twenty years. Of the three who reported no experience, two were over
forty years of age but claimed only six years of other experiences. The 
remaining supervisor, with no experience, was a twenty to twenty-nine 
year old male with six to ten years experience in administration.
Twelve supervisors reported one to five years classroom instruction.
Four in this group listed science as part of their title. Six to ten 
years of teaching was claimed by ten of the forty-five respondents. One 
of this group was a twenty to twenty-nine year old female. The majority 
(14) of the sample indicated between eleven and fifteen years experience. 
All supervisors in this category were over forty years of age; eight were 
males with science as part of their titles. Three males over fifty years 
of age, and one female in the forty to forty-nine year group reported 
between sixteen and twenty years experience (see Table 3).
Years of supervisory experience, as reported in Table 3, does not 
differ by title. Six designated supervisors indicated no experience in 
supervision. The three with science titles were new to the position as 
indicated by their report of other experiences. Three designated super­
visors without science titles failed to categorize their experience as 
supervisory. The majority (16) of the sample indicated between six and 
ten years of supervision. The maximum supervisory experience was reported 
by six males. Three of these were less than fifty years of age and did 
not have science as part of their titles. All but one of the supervisors 
with one to five years experience fell within the thirty to thirty-nine 
or fifty to fifty-nine years of age groups.
Administration, as experience, was not claimed by twenty-five 
(55.55 percent) of the forty-five respondents. Of the twenty, 44.44 
percent, who indicated this type experience, only four (males) had over 
eleven years. Eight females, of eleven in the sample, had no
Table 3
Science Supervisors - State of Florida 
Number of Years Teaching, Administrative, and Supervisory Experience
by Sex, Age, and Title
0 Years 1-5 Years 6-10 Years 11-15 Years 16-20 Years
Kind of Science Other Science Other Science Other Science Other Science Other
Age Experience Titles Titles Titles Titles Titles Titles Titles Titles Titles Titles
M F M F M F M F M F M F M F M F M F M F
Teaching 1 1 1
20-29* Administrative 1 1 1
Supervisory 1 2
Teaching 3 1 2 1
30-39* Administrative 3 1 2 1
Supervisory 1 2 2 2
Teaching 1 1 2 2 1 4 1 1 2 1
40-49* Admini s t rat ive 4 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 1
Supervisory 1 1 1 4 2 1 2 1 3
Teaching 1 3 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1
50-59* Administrative 5 2 2 2 1 1 1 2
Supervisory 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 1
Teaching 2 1
60+* Administrative 2 1
Supervisory 1 2
Sub­ Teaching 3 12 10 14 6
totals Administrative 25 10 6 1 3
Supervisory 6 10 15 8 6
TOTALS 34 32 31 23 15
M - Male; F - Female * Individual respondents are represented three times in each age category
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administrative experience. The longest experience was reported by males 
in the fifty to fifty-nine year age group (Table 3).
Fifteen respondents claimed experience in teaching, administra­
tion, and supervision. Four supervisors had experience in teaching and 
administration and were novices in the supervisory position. Teaching 
and supervision without administration was reported by twenty-two 
individuals. Of this group, fifteen indicated more years teaching 
experience than supervisory. Seven moved into supervisory positions 
early in their teaching careers.
Experience outside their present school systems was reported by 
twenty-eight county supervisors. Seven of this number claimed more 
experience in counties outside their district than experience inside.
The supervisors with less experience outside their present system 
averaged 4.3 years experience in other counties. Complete raw data on 
experience is presented in Appendix H.
Supervisors with science titles claimed significantly more 
teaching experience. Concurrently, supervisors without science as part 
of their title reported more administrative experience.
Contract Salaries and Length
Contract salaries of respondents, listed in Table 4, ranged from 
$11,000 to over $26,000. The majority of the supervisors (35) earned 
salaries in the $17,000 to $23,000 range. The highest paid supervisor 
was a female with a science title in the fifty to sixty years age group. 
No supervisors with twelve month contracts earned less than $14,000.
Four science supervisors believed some teachers under their supervision 
had higher contract salaries. One supervisor remarked that all teachers 
supervised by him were paid more if hours on-the-job were considered.
Table 4
Florida Supervisors by Length of Contract, Sex, Salary and Title
$11,000-13,999 $14,000-16,999 $17,000-19,999 $20,000-22,999 $23,000+
Contract
Length
Science
Titles
Other
Titles
Science
Titles
Other
Titles
Science
Titles
Other
Titles
Science
Titles
Other
Titles
Science
Titles
Other
Titles
Sub
Total
Contract
Length
Totals
M F M F M F M F M F M F M F M F M F M F M F
10 month 1 1 1 1 2 3
11 month 1 3 1 2 5 2 7
12 month 1 1 1 6 1 7 2 5 6 2 1 2 28 7 35
Subtotal 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 2 7 2 7 6 2 1 2 34 11
Salary
Range
Totals
3 4 20 15 3 45
M - Male; F - Female
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All contracts for less than twelve months were claimed by 
supervisors with science titles, with the exception of one curriculum 
coordinator. Thirty-five of the respondents worked under twelve month 
contracts.
Undergraduate Academic Preparation
Table 5 and Appendix I illustrate the sources and level of 
preparation of Florida Supervisors of Science, as well as the titles 
under which they supervise science programs. Thirty-two supervisors 
majored in science or education at the undergraduate level, and eighteen 
minored in one of these fields. Three science titled supervisors and 
nine "designated" science supervisors majored in unrelated fields. 
Curricular areas other than science or education are listed in Appendix 
I. Twenty-one supervisors without science titles reported four years 
college preparation, ten of the group majored or minored in science, 
biology, or science education. Education (14) was the most popular 
undergraduate major followed by biology (9), science (6), social studies 
(5) and chemistry (2). Twenty-nine (65.90 percent) of the forty-four 
undergraduate degrees were obtained from institutions outside Florida. 
Twenty of the group which migrated to Florida became supervisors with 
science as part of their title and nine were "science" supervisors with 
other titles. Over one-half of the respondents (25) received degrees 
from universities. The other supervisors attended state colleges (10) 
or private institutions (9).
Graduate Academic Preparation
The supervisors prepared in Florida's graduate institutions 
included twenty-four who earned Master's degrees in Florida; five who
Table 5
Florida Supervisors by Title, Undergraduate and Graduate Majors and Minors 
and location of Institutions
Degree
Total
Major Minor
«
Location of Institutions
Number
of
Supervisors
Education Science
Unrel.
Other Education Science
Unrel.
Other In-State Out-of-State
Science
Titles
Other
Titles
Science
Titles
Other
Titles
Both
Titles
Science
Titles
Other
Titles
Science
Titles
Other
Titles
Both
Titles
Science
Titles
Other
Titles
Science
Titles
Other
Titles
B.S.
or
B.A.
44/44 6 8 14 4 12 2 2 8 6 19 3 12 20 9
Total 14 18 12 4 14 19 15 29
M.A.
or
M.S.
44/44 18 20 5 1 9 15 14 6
Total 38 5 1 24 20
Ed.S. 8/44 3 i 5
i111
i■ii
■iii
•
3 : 2
■■
: 3
Total 8 5 3
Ed.D.
or
Ph.D.
8/44 3 4 1
'
2 3 1 2
Total 7 1 5 3
4>
■P*
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completed Educational Specialist degrees; and five who received the 
doctorate from Florida institutions.
Institutions outside Florida granted twenty Master's degrees of 
the forty-four reported in this study; three Educational Specialist 
degrees; and three doctorates.
Supervisors with science titles were the largest group (14) to 
earn graduate degrees outside Florida. Five of these indicated graduate 
majors in one of the sciences. One of the group reported education as 
an undergraduate major (Appendix I). Each of the above reported advanced 
or graduate work in supervision, curriculum, or administration.
One supervisor held a doctorate in science with an education 
minor; he had no science title and supervised several curricular areas.
One designated science supervisor reported undergraduate and graduate 
degrees in home economics with an undergraduate minor in science.
Dates of last degrees are grouped in Appendix I. Eighteen, or 
40.90 percent, of the supervisors in this survey, earned graduate degrees 
after 1970. Master's degrees were granted to ten (22.72 percent) 
supervisors before 1955, and six between 1956 and 1960. Three respondents 
earned degrees in the 1961 to 1965 period and seven received degrees from 
1966 to 1970.
Estimates of earned academic hours in supervision, curriculum, 
administration, and science are recorded in twenty hour intervals in 
Table 6. Raw data by title, with hourly totals, averages, and ranges 
appears in Appendix I.
Table 6
Florida Supervisors by Title, Sex and Semester Hours Earned 
in Areas of Academic Preparation
Supervision Curriculum Administration Science
Semester
Hours
Science
Titles
Other
Titles
Science
Titles
Other
Titles
Science
Titles
Other
Titles
Science
Titles
Other
Titles
M F M F M F M F M F M F M F M F
0 1 1 1
5-25 16 2 12 4 11 1 9 2 13 2 10 4 1 10 3
26-46 2 2 6 2 4 1 3 3 3 3
47-67 1 1 3 1
68+ 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
No Response 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Total
18 5 16 6 18 5 16 6 18 5 16 6 18 5 16 6
23 22 23 22 23 22 23 22
M - Male; F - Female
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The largest hourly difference between the two kinds of supervisors 
occurred in the science area. Supervisors with science titles amassed a 
total of 1,705 hours in science courses for an approximate average of 
eighty-one semester hours per respondent. An approximate twenty-six 
hour average, calculated from a 465 hour total, was indicated by super­
visors without science titles. The latter average should not be 
considered typical because it was bolstered by a one hundred hour report 
from a supervisor switched into general supervision from an abolished 
science supervisory position.
Academic credits in curriculum followed science in total number 
of hours earned by respondents. Sixteen supervisors indicated over 
twenty-six hours, and twenty-three claimed between five and twenty-five 
hours.
Although there were twenty-five respondents with no administrative 
experience, supervisors in this research indicated more college training 
in administration than supervision.
A report of no advanced study in supervision or administration 
was received from a science department chairperson with forty hours of 
work in curriculum. One respondent reported no courses in administration. 
Supervisors with science titles reported a slightly more acceptable 
preparation in supervision. They amassed 298 hours as compared to 253 
for supervisors without science titles (Appendix I).
Certification
Science, biology, physics, or chemistry appeared thirty-five 
times on state certificates held by the forty-five supervisors responsible 
for public school science programs. Forty-four of these were also
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certified in supervision and/or administration. Florida supervisors who 
responded to this study reported certification in nineteen subject areas 
(Appendix J).
PROFESSIONAL ASPECTS
Supervisors of science curricula in forty-four county districts 
answered questions designed to reveal professional aspects of their 
supervisory positions.
Science supervisors were active outside their classrooms. They 
spoke on science or supervision; published articles apropos to these 
areas; served as consultants; and belonged to professional organizations.
The supervisors with science titles were more active; over 60 
percent were involved in each professional aspect. Supervisors with 
other titles were less active in the selected items included on the 
survey instrument. Responses to specific items are included in Table 7.
Table 7
Professional Activities of Florida Supervisors
by Title
Activity Science Title Other Title Total
Paid as a consultant 14 of 23 7 of 21 21 of 44
Published articles
relative to science or 
supervision 14 of 23 4 of 21 18 of 44
Spoke on science or 
supervision 16 of 23 9 of 21 25 of 44
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Florida supervisors who participated in this research belonged 
to local, state, and national organizations. The Florida Association of 
Science Supervisors (F.A.S.S.), Florida Association of Science Teachers, 
and National Science Teachers Association were the most popular 
associations for supervisors with science titles; twelve with other titles 
also belonged to these science organizations. Seventeen supervisors 
indicated membership in the Association for Supervision and Curriculum 
Development.
Dr. John S. Hutchinson, President of the F.A.S.S., informed this 
researcher on June 6, 1976 that twenty-one full-time science supervisors 
and five supervisors who work in science and mathematics belonged to the 
Florida Association of Science Supervisors (Appendix C).
THE DEVELOPMENT OF SCIENCE SUPERVISION 
IN RESPONDENT FLORIDA DISTRICTS
Authorization of science supervision by Florida county school 
boards began pri.or to 1958. The establishment and increase of these 
positions is shown in Figure 2 by yearly totals.
Two respondents reported that science supervision in their 
counties was established under terms of the National Defense Education 
Act of 1958. Positions were authorized in twenty-seven districts by 1972.
Seventeen of the forty-four districts who responded indicated no 
science supervisory position was authorized by their school boards. In 
these counties, supervision of science curricula was carried out by super­
visors who served several curricular areas. Four previously authorized 
district positions were abolished in 1970, 1972, 1973, and 1974. County 
school boards of Florida did not authorize any positions after 1972.
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* One position in groups so-marked abolished between 1970-1974.
Figure 2
Science Supervisory Positions Authorized by Respondent Florida 
School Boards by Year Authorized and by 
Number of Supervisors as of 1976
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SUPERVISORY ORGANIZATION
Allocation of Time
Table 8 reflects the diversity in grade level organizations of 
Florida county schools. These systems are also shown to differ signifi­
cantly in percentage of time supervisors allot to science curricula at 
various levels.
Middle and junior high schools were exposed to more supervisors 
(44) than high schools (38 supervisors); elementary schools received the 
least attention (27 supervisors).
Twenty-one supervisors with science titles indicated they spent 
100 percent of their time in supervisory tasks with some combination of 
the four levels (elementary, junior high, middle, or high school) which 
were listed on the survey form; two spent less time. Supervisors without 
science titles were not as active at any level; many spent less than 10 
percent of their total time supervising science.
Duties of Supervisors
Apropos to supervisory organization in Florida, supervisors were 
asked if they had official duties other than supervision and/or teaching. 
Thirty-five of the forty-four supervisors answered "yes" to the question. 
The following official duties were listed by supervisors with science 
titles:
Coordinator of accountability 
Coordinator of environmental education 
Taker of bids on science equipment 
Purchaser and distributor of science materials 
Director of Civil Defense Education
Table 8
Percentage of Time Spent in Science Supervision by Title, 
Grade Level and School Organization
Percent
Grade Level
1 to 10 11 to 20 21 to 30 31 to 40 41 to 50 Over 50
Science Other Science Other Science Other Science Other Science Other Science Other
Title Title Title Title Title Title Title Title Title Title Title Title
K-4 1
K-5 1 4 1 2 2 1
K-6 1 3 4 1 3 1 1 1
Subtotal 3 7 5 2 1 5 2 1 1
Elem. Total 1<1 5 3 7 2
5-8 2 1 1
6-7 1
6-8 3 3 2 3 1 2 3 1
7-8 1 4 1
7-9 2 2 5 1 1 1 1
8-9 1 1
Subtotal . , 3... 9 7 3 9 1 3 3 3 1 2
Middle & Jr. 12 10 10 6 2
High Total
9-12 7 3 2 3 1 2 3 2
10-12 1 2 1 6 1 2 1 3 1 2
Subtotal 1 9 3 3 9 2 4 1 6 1 4
High School 10 11 5 1 4
Total
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Director of inservice and curriculum development 
Coordinator of data collection 
Administrator of planetarium 
Coordinator of nature parks 
Writer of curriculum materials 
Designer of science facilities 
Administrator of some county programs 
Offical duties mentioned by supervisors without science titles 
included:
Curriculum development 
Inservice director 
Project writer 
Textbook manager 
Federal project reporter 
Data collector 
Curriculum administrator 
Administrator 
Collective bargainer
Administrator of instructional services 
Florida supervisors were generally not assigned teaching duties. 
One respondent taught regular university classes, and another taught high 
school science classes.
Magnitude of Supervision
Supervisors of science curricula in forty-four Florida counties 
reported the number of teachers and schools included in their supervisory 
responsibility. The majority of respondents (25) were delegated the
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responsibility to supervise a total of ninety or more part-time or 
full-time science teachers each. Nine supervisors were responsible for 
less than thirty science teachers each; ten supervised between thirty 
and ninety classroom teachers each.
The number of schools supervised by respondents ranged from one 
to 240. Nineteen supervisors indicated that they visited ten or less 
schools; five of these were supervisors with science titles. Sixteen 
respondents reported that they supervised between twenty-one and forty 
schools. Nine supervisors had more than fifty-one schools in each of 
their counties to supervise.
In carrying out the visitations mentioned above, supervisors 
drove personal cars and were paid travel expenses; only one was provided 
a vehicle. Raw data on approximate miles driven and number of teachers 
and schools supervised is listed in Appendix K.
In summary the average Florida science supervisor, with a science 
title, drove 133 miles per week to supervise 106 teachers in fifty-four 
schools. The average supervisor who did not carry a science title drove 
142 miles per week to supervise 120 teachers in seventeen schools.
PARAMETERS OF SCIENCE SUPERVISION
The governance of Florida supervisors of science, both with and 
without science titles, varied from county to county. Figure 3 
illustrates the various organizational frameworks under which supervisors 
for science curricula worked.
The majority of supervisors with science titles answered to 
Directors of Instruction; two reported directly to the Superintendent.
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Superintendent
19 respondents 
(2 with science 
titles - 17 without)
7 respondents 
(5 with science 
titles - 2 without)
11 respondents 
(10 with science 
titles - 1 without)
General Supervisor
Director of Instruction
Assistant Superintendent
7 respondents 
(6 with science 
titles - 1 without)
Figure 3
Governance of Florida Supervisors of Science Curricula
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The Assistant Superintendent was the immediate supervisor for six 
respondents with science titles and General Supervisors directed five 
supervisors of science with science titles.
Parameters of supervision, reported in Table 9, included how 
supervisors attained their positions, working conditions, and some of 
their professional limitations.
Table 9
Parameters of Science Supervision 
(Questions 14 through 17, 19 through 26 on the Survey Instrument)
Parameter True False Total
Have a job description 34 10 44
Have a "staff" position 40 4 44
Made a formal application 18 26 44
Received a direct promotion 30 14 44
Determine textbook usage 22 22 44
Grant budget requests 16 28 44
Visit schools without permission 38 6 44
Can attain tenure 27 1.7 44
Recommend new teachers 23 21 44
Recommend placement of teachers 24 20 44
Consulted about teacher tenure 17 27 44
Provided secretarial help 44 0 44
Although the majority of supervisors reported in this study
worked in proximal positions to the county superintendent, 90 percent 
indicated their positions to be "staff" (versus "line"). Official written
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job descriptions were provided for thirty-four of the supervisors. The 
four job descriptions received by the researcher from science titled 
supervisors are included in Appendix L. School boards of county systems 
directly promoted thirty of the forty-four respondents to their present 
position. A formal application was a job entry requirement for eighteen 
of the forty-four respondents.
Supervisors were asked several questions related to limitations 
of their positions. Although over 90 percent considered themselves as 
"staff," over one-half could determine textbook usage, and visit schools 
without the principal's permission. Many respondents indicated they 
would not exercise their option to visit without permission. Limitation 
was not placed on sixteen supervisors' authority to grant budget requests.
Approximately one-half of the supervisors reported that they were 
consulted when teachers were hired, placed, or granted tenure. Twenty- 
seven counties would not grant tenure to supervisors.
PHILOSOPHY OF SUPERVISION
Succinct descriptions of seven philosophic approaches to 
supervision were developed from the writings of several authors. Five 
of these descriptive modes of supervision included: Administrative
Inspection, Specialist, Scientific Method, Human Relations, and Reason 
and Practical Intelligence. They were paraphrased from such authoritative 
sources as, Supervision: A Synthesis of Thought and Action by Lucio and
McNeil (1971). Feyereisen, Fiorino, and Nowak (1970), Supervision and 
Curriculum Renewal, was used as a basis to describe systems supervision. 
The behavior of Clinical Supervision was identified in the writings of 
Goldhammer (1969) and Cogan (1973). Professors at East Tennessee State
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University, who teach advanced graduate courses in supervision, served 
as resource experts to validate the proposed descriptions, and affirm 
their correspondence to the identified types of supervision.
The descriptions without the nomenclature were included on the 
survey instrument under "Type of Supervision" (Appendix G). Supervisors 
were asked which statement best described their behavior. This indirect 
method was used to determine the type of supervisory activities carried 
on by Florida supervisors. Table 10 contains the descriptive behaviors 
with the corresponding type of supervision.
Eclectic approaches to supervision were revealed by the majority 
of respondents; they viewed themselves--often (l)--as representing more 
than one supervisory type. Two supervisors envisaged that one type 
activity best described their behavior. Conversely, four respondents 
did not--often (1)--perceive themselves in any of the behavioral 
descriptions included on the survey instrument.
Florida county supervisors in this sample generally perceived 
their supervisory activities as Democratic Human Relations. The activities 
of Specialist Supervision ranked second as the type of behavior respondents 
most often viewed as their own. Many respondents respected the systems 
approach to organizational efficiency and tended to project goals of 
their administration (Systems Supervision). Clinical supervisory 
behavior was the least descriptive of supervisors who participated in 
this research (Table 10).
PREPARATION FOR SUPERVISION
A list of technical skills developed by Wheat (1970) and tested 
by opinions of a national jury of science supervisors and science
Table 10
Florida Science Supervisors' Perceptions of Themselves by Types of Supervision
Type of Supervision Descriptive Behavior 1 2 3 4
Administrative Inspection 1. I inspect science programs in schools and 
report conditions to my superiors. 16 20 5 3
Specialist Supervision 2. I behave as a specialist ready and willing 
to assist teachers in all academic matters. 31 6 2 5
Democratic Human Relations 3. I show a high regard for the feelings of 
teachers and work to ease the emotional 
stresses of their work. 37 5 1 1
Reason and Practical Intelligence 4. I try to "sell" the teachers on the approved 
objectives of their courses and insist that 
they teach to achieve them. 17 16 6 5
Scientific Supervision 5. I steadily advocate the use of the findings 
of educational research and measurement as 
bases for developing teaching methods. 21 17 4 2
Clinical Supervision 6 . I try to reach consensus with individual 
teachers on desired outcomes and evaluate 
the teacher on attainment of the specified 
objectives. 12 13 6 13
Systems Supervision 7. 1 respect the systems approach to organiza­
tional efficiency and tend generally to 
accept the goals of a system projected by 
the administration. 25 14 3 2
1 = often; 2 = occasionally; 3 = seldom; 4 = very seldom
Ln
VO
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educators seemed collectively to represent the unique contributions of 
science supervisors. For the purposes of this research these skills 
were included as acceptable criteria for the preparation of science 
supervisors.
Respondents were asked to assign each criterion two ranks. A 
first, second, third, or fourth priority ranking was to indicate the 
emphasis in their institutional preparation. The respondents were asked 
to use the same ranking to indicate the emphasis their experience taught 
them to attach to the skill. (See Survey Instrument, Appendix G.)
Richard P. Runyon and Audrey Haber (1971:263-264) in Fundamentals 
of Behavioral Statistics, suggested using the Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs 
Signed-Rank Test to establish whether significant differences exist 
between correlated measures on the same criterion. The Wilcoxon may be 
employed if the magnitude as well as the direction of differences could 
be considered in measurements which achieved ordinal scaling and 
differences between measures achieved ordinality.
A computer program was written for this data analysis by analysts 
of East Tennessee State University's Office of Computer Services (Figure
4).
The following research hypothesis was tested at the .05 confidence
level:
H0: There is no significant difference between emphases received
from institutions and emphases attached to criteria as a result of 
experience.
Wilcoxon T values were computed for two groups; those with science 
titles and those without science titles.
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Table 11 contains the T values for criteria ranked by supervisors 
with science titles. The null hypothesis was rejected for twenty-seven 
criteria, this showed a significant difference between emphases received 
from institutions and emphases attached to these twenty-seven criteria 
as a result of experience. The null hypothesis was not rejected for 
fourteen criteria.
The direction of the significant difference was also established. 
An example of the rankings by three typical respondents illustrates how 
differences were assigned and direction was established.
Criterion 6
Emphases in Emphases
institutional from
preparation experience Difference
1 3 - 2
2 1 + 1
3 3 0
Figure 5 
Assignment of Differences
A negative T value results from ranks which are preponderantly 
positive. The significant differences computed for science titled 
supervisors were preponderantly positive indicating more emphasis placed 
on the criteria as a result of experience.
Table 12, page 65, exhibits the Wilcoxon T values computed for 
differences in perceptions of institutional preparation and experience 
emphasis on criteria for the preparation of Florida science supervisors
Respondent 1 
Respondent 2 
Respondent 3
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Table 11
Wilcoxon T Values for Differences in Perceptions 
of Institutional Preparation and Experience 
Emphases on Criteria for the Preparation of 
Florida Science Supervisors with 
Science Titles
Criteria T Values
LEADERSHIP
1. Identify short and long range goals. -3.5
2. Interpret the interrelationships of objectives. -4.0
3. Analyze science programs for strengths and weaknesses. -4.0
4. Analyze science programs for inservice implications. -5.0
5. Interpret the differences between traditional and
experimental programs. -16.5*
6. Identify excellent teacher behavior. 0.0
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
1. Identify objectives of the local science program. -11.0
2. Evaluate existing science programs using established
criteria. -11.0
3. Identify current experimental science curriculum programs. -28.0*
4. Analyze new curriculum materials with respect to
philosophy, content, and goals. -4.5
5. Identify new science curriculum materials for a teacher,
subject, or system. -16.5
6. Identify teachers to participate in curriculum
development. -4.5
SCIENCE FACILITIES
1. Analyze science facilities needs in terms of future
curriculum. -5.0
2. Describe desirable facilities for elementary science. -5.0
3. Interpret the need for specialized facilities. -14.0
4. Interpret science facilities needs to administrators. 0.0
5. Describe space requirements for classwork. -13.0
6. Interpret science facilities requirements to architects. -9.0
EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS
1. Justify equipment and materials for a specified
curriculum. 0.0
2. Analyze teacher requests for equipment and materials. 0.0
3. Identify suppliers of science equipment. 0.0
4. Describe methods for organizing and storing science
equipment and materials. -21.5
Table 11 (continued)
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Criteria T Values
5. Identify agencies for repair of science equipment. -4.5
6. Identify appropriate instructors for materials workshops. -10.0
SCIENCE TEACHING METHODS
1. Identify curriculum programs based upon a laboratory
approach. -25.0
2. Compare a variety of methods available in science
teaching. -14.0*
3. Describe the conditions necessary for safe and effective
demonstrations. -13.0*
4. Identify professional references on methods and materials. -12.0
5. Identify sources of suggestions for individual laboratory
experiences. -16.5*
6. Identify sources of suggestions for science demonstrations. -26.0*
SELF-GROWTH
1. Identify journals in science education and science content. -16.0*
2. Establish relationships in science education organizations. -42.0*
3. Review journals in science education and science content. -57.0*
4. Evaluate progress toward self-established goals. -17.0*
5. Use self-instructional materials related to science
education. -22.5*
PUBLIC RELATIONS
1. Interpret objectives of the science program to the public. -41.5*
2. Justify the use of equipment and materials in teaching
of science. -45.0
3. Interpret the need for science facilities to the public. -30.0*
4. Interpret the methods of science and science teaching to
the public. -35.0*
5. Identify museums and other places of interest for science
field trips. -17.0
6. Solicit help in science programs from advanced institutions . -6.0
* Failed to reject the null hypothesis.
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Table 12
Wilcoxon T Values for Differences in Perceptions 
of Institutional Preparation and Experience 
Emphases on Criteria for the Preparation of 
Florida Science Supervisors without 
Science Titles
Criteria T Values
LEADERSHIP
1. Identify short and long range goals. -2.5
2. Interpret the interrelationships of objectives. 0.0
3. Analyze science programs for strengths and weaknesses. -10.5
4. Analyze science programs for inservice implications. 0.0
5. Interpret the differences between traditional and
experimental programs. -19.0*
6. Identify excellent teacher behavior. -11.0*
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
1. Identify objectives of the local science program. -5.0
2. Evaluate existing science programs using established
criteria. -28.0*
3. Identify current experimental science curriculum programs. -21.5*
4. Analyze new curriculum materials with respect to
philosophy, content, and goals. -20.5*
5. Identify new science curriculum materials for a teacher,
subject or system. -8.5*
6. Identify teachers to participate in curriculum
development. -9.0*
SCIENCE FACILITIES
1. Analyze science facilities needs in terms of future
curriculum. -14,0*
2. Describe desirable facilities for elementary science. -13,0
3. Interpret the need for specialized facilities. -12.0*
4. Interpret science facilities needs to administrators. -2.0
5. Describe space requirements for classwork. -6.5
6. Interpret science facilities requirements to architects. -9.5*
EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS
1. Justify equipment and materials for a specified
curriculum. -12.0
2. Analyze teacher requests for equipment and materials. 0,0
3. Identify suppliers of science equipment. -21.0*
4. Describe methods for organizing and storing science
equipment and materials. -29.5*
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Table 12 (continued)
Criteria T Values
5. Identify agencies for repair of science equipment. -3.0
6. Identify appropriate instructors for materials workshops. -2.0
SCIENCE TEACHING METHODS
1. Identify curriculum programs based upon a laboratory
approach. -6.0*
2. Compare a variety of methods available in science
teaching. -8.5*
3. Describe the conditions necessary for safe and effective
demonstrations. -10.5*
4. Identify professional references on methods and materials. -10.5*
5. Identify sources of suggestions for individual laboratory
experiences. -9.5*
6. Identify sources of suggestions for science demonstrations. -16.5*
SELF-GROWTH
1. Identify journals in science education and science content. 26.0*
2. Establish relationships in science education organizations. -27.0*
3. Review journals in science education and science content. -23.5*
4. Evaluate progress toward self-established goals. 0.0
5. Use self-instructional materials related to science
education. -10.0
PUBLIC RELATIONS
1. Interpret objectives of the science program to the public. -13.0*
2. Justify the use of equipment and materials in teaching of -14.5*
science.
3. Interpret the need for science facilities to the public. -9.5*
4. Interpret the methods of science and science teaching to
the public. -15.0*
5. Identify museums and other places of interest for science
field trips. -4.0
6. Solicit help in science programs from advanced institutions. -24.0*
* Failed to reject the null hypothesis.
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without science titles. There was a significant difference between 
emphasis received from institutions and emphasis attached to sixteen 
criteria as a result of experience. The null hypothesis was not rejected 
for twenty-five criteria. Significant differences computed for supervisors 
without science titles were also preponderantly positive indicating more 
emphasis placed on the criteria as a result of experience.
The inventory of supervisory skills compiled by Wheat (1970) was 
limited for use in this study to forty-one items shown by Wheat to be 
significant to from 90 to 100 percent of the supervisors he sampled.
Wheat's sample was so large that for purposes of this study it was 
assumed that the skills ranked highest on the jury-made list would be 
easily recognized as important items by science supervisors working in 
the field. A student's T-test was used to find out if either group of 
supervisors (with or without title) placed more importance on criteria 
as a result of their experience. The means calculated from ranks given 
to criteria on the basis of experience ranged from 1.26 to 2.52 for 
science-titled supervisors. The range for non-science titled supervisors 
was slightly higher; it ranged from 1.35 to 2.70 (Appendix M). The 
differences in most of the scores were very small; they ranged from .01 
to .55. The following hypothesis was tested at the .05 confidence level;
Hq: There is no significant difference between the two groups'
perceptions of importance of criteria based on experience.
A computer analysis using the T-test revealed no significant 
difference between the groups for any of the criteria (Appendix N).
Chapter 5 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The problem of the study was stated in two parts. First, related 
literature was searched for criteria for the evaluation of science 
supervision. Second, the discovered criteria were used to construct an 
instrument for gathering data to determine the status of science 
supervision in Florida, based upon general factors related to the 
supervisory process: personal data, professional aspects, organization,
type of supervision, and preparation of supervisors.
A request was sent to the Florida State Department of Education 
to secure endorsement of the study. However, it was learned that the 
State of Florida restricted data collection. No endorsement was granted.
Forty-six of Florida's sixty-seven county superintendents, when 
contacted by letter as suggested by state officials, granted permission 
for the study to be conducted within their districts. They appointed 
respondents to supply data.
A survey instrument was developed and field tested on both a 
selected group of school supervisors in Tennessee and selected graduate 
students and professors of education at East Tennessee State University; 
all of whom helped with the revision of the instrument.
The revised survey instrument was sent to the designated supervisors 
in forty-six Florida counties. Responses were received from forty-five 
(97.82 percent) of the supervisors who were appointed, by their
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superintendents, to participate in the study. The 97.82 percent response 
indicated an exceptional degree of cooperation and may be related to both 
the research method and/or superintendents' and supervisors' concern for 
the status of science supervision in Florida. Tables, lists, figures, 
numbers and percentages were used to present the findings.
Approximately one-half (23) of the forty-five respondents were 
supervisors with the word "science" as part of their title. Science 
supervision was carried out by "general" supervisors in the other portion 
(22) of the sample. It was concluded that the general supervisor in 
twenty-two counties was the only supervisor, whose duty it probably was 
to supervise all instruction. It was further concluded, from analysis 
of time spent in supervision, that science curricula received more 
supervisory attention in counties which employed a supervisor whose 
official title included the word "science."
The majority of the forty-five respondents, 75.55 percent, were 
men. Age data indicated that nineteen supervisors would be ready for 
retirement within fifteen years. The largest number of supervisors were 
between the ages of forty and sixty.
The twenty-three supervisors with science titles averaged 
approximately eleven (11) years classroom experience. These same 
respondents reported an approximate average of eight (8) years of 
supervisory experience. Eighteen indicated no administrative experience, 
and the five with administration in their background averaged six years 
each. The average administrative experience for all science titled 
supervisors was one (1) year. Twenty-one supervisors without science 
titles reported more administrative experience (5.2 years average) but 
less teaching (7.59 years average) and supervisory (5.27 years average)
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experience. Although science titled supervisors had more experience in 
teaching and supervision, it was concluded that supervisors with either 
title had adequate amounts and kinds of experience to qualify as super­
visors. Approximately one-half (21) of the respondents reported over ten 
years of supervisory experience. Experience data also indicated that 
six supervisors were novices in their supervisory position.
Salaries of supervisors varied considerably. The range in annual 
salary was from $11,000 to $26,000. Data indicated no significant 
difference in salary because of title or sex (Table 4, page 42). The 
majority (35) of contract salaries were paid over a twelve month period.
Data disclosed that the respondents had extensive educational 
backgrounds. All respondents indicated at least a Master's degree; eight 
reported Educational Specialist degrees; and eight held the doctorate. 
While approximately one-half (22) of the respondents were not titled as 
science supervisors, ten indicated undergraduate majors or minors in 
science. Twenty-one, without science titles, also reported an average 
of over twenty-five semester hours of credit in science courses. The 
preparation of science titled supervisors was more science oriented; data 
revealed a 81.19 semester hour credit average in science course work.
Data also revealed that Florida universities played a minor role in the 
college preparation of supervisors with science titles. The majority of 
science titled supervisors covered by this research migrated to Florida 
from out of state institutions. The reverse was true for general 
supervisors. Education was the most popular undergraduate major 
followed by biology, science, social studies, and chemistry. Supervisors 
with science titles were better prepared in curriculum, supervision, and 
science (Appendix I). It was concluded that Florida supervisors
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included in this survey had adequate academic credits to supervise 
science curricula. Data indicated Florida science supervisors had 
relatively recent academic training; twenty-eight received degrees after 
1960.
Analysis of data indicated supervisors were active professionally. 
They spoke on science or supervision; published articles apropos to these 
areas; served as consultants; and belonged to professional organizations. 
It was concluded that respondents attempted to keep up-to-date and 
promote their own professional growth through these voluntary activities.
A comparison of Lee's (1958) data and reports from this survey 
showed a discrepancy in the number of science titled supervisors in 
Florida in 1958. Information received by Lee indicated one science 
supervisor in 1958. Conversely, in this survey, six science positions 
were reported as authorized in 1958 or before. A total of twenty-seven 
positions were authorized by 1972; four were abolished. Although it was 
assumed, based on the literature review, that the NDEA significantly 
influenced the status of science supervision, it was concluded this act 
had little influence on the establishment of science supervision in 
Florida. Only two positions were authorized under the provisions of the 
NDEA.
Supervisors with science titles allotted more time to science 
supervision than general supervisors. It seemed apparent, from their 
titles, that supervisors without science titles were responsible for 
other curricular areas. Data revealed that middle and junior high schools 
received more supervisory attention than high schools or elementary 
schools. It was concluded from personal data that the preparatory
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programs of these supervisors were not oriented toward elementary 
curricula (Appendix I).
Supervisors, as discussed in the literature, were historically 
assigned non-supervisory duties. Thirty-five of the forty-four 
respondents to this study indicated that they also were assigned official 
duties other than supervision. Ironically, in an analysis of their 
listed duties, many were supervisory in nature, according to the 
literature of science supervision. Duties such as: taking bids on
equipment, coordinating environmental education, purchasing and 
distributing science equipment, directing inservice, developing curriculum 
materials, and designing science facilities were listed but were found 
in the literature as descriptive of science supervisory functions. It 
was concluded from this analysis that some supervisors covered by this 
survey perceived their roles as different from the usual description in 
the literature. The majority of Florida supervisors reported no regular 
classroom teaching duties.
The magnitude of supervision appeared to defy any successful 
attempt to carry-out an effective supervisory program. In summary the 
average Florida science supervisor, with a science title, drove 133 miles 
per week to supervise 106 science teachers in fifty-four schools. The 
average supervisor who did not carry a science title drove 142 miles 
per week to supervise 120 science teachers in seventeen schools.
Supervisors covered by this survey generally worked in proximal 
"staff" positions to county superintendents. They were provided with job 
descriptions, and had been directly promoted to their positions. Over 
one-half could determine textbook usage, and visit schools without the 
principals' permission. The majority of respondents could not grant
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budget requests. Approximately one-half of the respondents were 
consulted when teachers were hired, placed, or granted tenure. Twenty- 
seven counties would not grant tenure to supervisors.
It was concluded that.the philosophic types of supervision 
employed by Florida supervisors of science could be identified by the 
indirect method designed for this survey. Data indicated Florida 
supervisors generally tend to practice the supervision associated with 
the idea of Democratic Human Relations. It was further concluded, 
supervisors carrying out this type of supervision felt that they set a 
relaxed atmosphere and obtained wide participation in the formulation 
of policy. Though this type of supervision was nationally most popular 
between 1930 and 1940, it was still predominant in Florida.
The activities associated with Specialist Supervision ranked 
second as the type of behavior respondents most often viewed as their 
own. This kind of supervision was the general practice nationally at the 
turn of the 19th century, and was developed because of the introduction 
of new subjects into the curriculum; yet, it is still an important 
system to Florida supervisors, because it is concerned with raising 
teachers to a certain standard of performance.
The data further revealed the chronologically oldest-- 
Administrative Inspection— and the newest--Clinical Supervision--were 
the least popular types of supervision in Florida.
Florida supervisors' perceptions of science supervisory 
preparation differed from current research recommendations for preparation. 
Items included on the survey were deemed highly acceptable in recent 
research. All supervisors covered in this survey did not recognize the 
"acceptable" criteria as acceptable to the degree of a first priority
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item based on their experience. Perceptions also differed between 
supervisors with science titles and those without. Science titled 
supervisors generally gave higher priority to criteria based on 
experience; which apparently is a reflection of their generally more 
specific preparation and on-the-job activities.
Data also revealed supervisors with and without science titles 
felt they were not sufficiently prepared by their specific institutions 
to perform many of the functions inherently associated with the criteria.
The supervisors agreed, as revealed by the Wilcoxon analysis, 
that the following criteria were areas in which their preparation 
differed significantly from emphases they placed due to experience.
These criteria are recommended--by this researcher--as the basis for 
designing inservice and/or college preparatory programs.
LEADERSHIP
Identify short and long range goals.
Interpret the interrelationships of objectives.
Analyze science programs for strengths and weaknesses.
Analyze science programs for inservice implications.
Interpret the differences between traditional and experimental 
programs.
Identify excellent teacher behavior.
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
Identify objectives of the local science program.
Evaluate existing science programs using established criteria.
Analyze new curriculum materials with respect to philosophy, 
content, and goals.
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Identify new science curriculum materials for a teacher, 
subject, or system.
Identify teachers to participate in curriculum development. 
SCIENCE FACILITIES
Analyze science facilities needs in terms of future curriculum. 
Describe desirable facilities for elementary science.
Interpret the need for specialized facilities.
Interpret science facilities needs to administrators.
Describe space requirements for classwork.
Interpret science facilities requirements to architects. 
EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS
Justify equipment and materials for a specified curriculum. 
Analyze teacher requests for equipment and materials.
Identify suppliers of science equipment.
Describe methods for organizing and storing science equipment 
and materials.
Identify agencies for repair of science equipment.
Identify appropriate instructors for materials workshops. 
SCIENCE TEACHING METHODS
Identify curriculum programs based upon a laboratory approach. 
Identify professional references on methods and materials. 
SELF-GROWTH
Evaluate progress toward self-established goals.
Use self-instructional materials related to science education. 
PUBLIC RELATIONS
Justify the use of equipment and materials in teaching of 
science.
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Identify museums and other places of interest for science 
field trips.
Solicit help in science programs from advanced institutions.
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APPENDIX A
Letter of Request for Florida State Department
of Education Endorsement of the Study-
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June 30, 1976
Hr. Ralph Turlington, Commissioner 
State of Florida Department of Education 
Tallahassee, Florida 32304
Dear Mr. Turlington:
It was once ray pleasure to meet you at a Phi Delta Kappan dinner 
in Fort Myers. I enjoyed your subsequent talk at the Edison Junior 
College.
The administration of Collier County Public Schools of Florida 
has graciously granted me a sabbatical leave to pursue the Doctorate in 
Educational Supervision at East Tennessee State University. A require­
ment of this program is a dissertation, the proposed title of which is, 
"The Status of Science Supervision in Florida." Tentative plans include 
mailing an appropriate questionnaire to responsible persons in all 
Florida counties. I would greatly appreciate your endorsement of this 
study and would equally appreciate any suggestions you may have to offer. 
If you choose to grant me permission to do this study in our state, I will 
see to it that you are provided with a full copy of the resultant 
dissertation.
Sincerely,
Roy F. Ellis 
Route 2
Erwin, Tennessee 37650
APPENDIX B
Letters of Response from Florida State
Department of Education
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RALPH D. TURLINGTON 
COMMISSIONER
STATJi: OF F lo k ib a
D e p a k t m e x t  or E d u c a t i o n
TALLAHASSEE 3 2 3 0 4
July 14, 1976
Mr. Roy F. Ellis 
Route 2
Erwin, Tennessee 37650 
Dear Mr. Ellis:
Thanks for your letter of June 30. I hope that our paths may 
cross again soon. In the meantime, I wish you luck with your 
doctoral studies.
We have been limiting our activities in seeking reports from 
the school districts in Florida. However, I am sending your 
request to Mr. Woodrow Darden, Director of our Division of 
Public Schools in the Department of Education, for his review 
of this request. You should be hearing further from us within 
the next few days.
W i T ~ \ t . n '  c T^ q c i T am
Ralph D. Turlington
bk
cc: Mr. Woodrow Darden
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RALPH O. TURLINGTON
COMMISSIONER
S t a t e  o f  F l o r i d a
D e p a r t m e n t  o f  E d u c a t io n
T A L L A H A S S E E  3 2 3 0 4
WOODROW J. OARDEN 
D IR E C T O R  
D IV IS IO N  O F  P U B L IC  S C H O O LS
July 16, 1976
Mr. Roy F. Ellis 
Route 2
Erwin, Tennessee 37650 
Dear Mr. Ellis: -
I have your telephone message relating to your letter 
to Commissioner Turlington which was referred to me 
for reply. You will note from the attached that I 
replied to your letter on July 22.
I am sorry that I cannot help you in this matter.
Sincere
Woodrow
WJD:ch 
Attachment
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n i iu i  r. nmuNOTON
f .  V \V  -.‘ . If .% i’ »»
S t a t k  o f  F l o h i d a  
D E P A R T I vS F jN T  O F  EDUCATION
T A L L A H A S S E E  3 J 3 0 <
July 22, 1976
Mr. Roy F. Ellis 
Route 2
Erwin, Tennessee 37650 
Dear Mr, Ellis:
Commissioner Turlington has forwarded to us your letter of 
June 30 and a copy of his response to you.
As he indicated in his rep]y, we are Uniting our own data 
collection activities in school districts only to those 
requests which are based in law, regulation, or federal 
and state program management needs. .
Section 229.555(2) (a) (12), F.S. provides, in part, that 
thejre shall be "... a reduction in the number and complexity 
of required reports, particularly at the school level." We 
have advised district superintendents and staffs- that they 
need not respond to any requests for information unless 
such requests are authorized by our forms management com­
ponent. While we cannot withhold, permission for you to 
contact district staffs, we are not able to authorize the 
study you propose, nor to endorse it for voluntary response 
by districts.
I sincerely regret the necessity of a negative response to 
your request.
Sincerely yours,
Woodrow J. Darden, Director 
Division of Fublic Schools
WJD/sk
cc: Mr. Tildon Davis
Commissioner Turlington
APPENDIX C
Letter from the President of the Florida Association 
of Science Supervisors Providing 
Membership Information
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SCHOOL BOARD
NED B. LOVELL 
SUPERINTENDENT
C.  G R A H A M  C A R O T H E R S ,  
School  Board A t t o r n e y
M I K E  J. B E A U D O I N ,  Chai r man
B R O W A R D  P. D A V I S ,  Vl ca Cha i r man
D O R I S  N.  A L S T O N
P E T E R  W.  E V E R E T T
O.  D .  R O B E R T S
B O A R D  M E M B E R S
P « O. BOX 2825 2757 WEST PENSACOLA ST. TALLAHASSEE f FL. 32304
i
June 7, 1976
Mr. Roy F. Ellis 
Rt. 2
Erwin, Tennessee 57650 
Dear Mr. Ellis:
Vour letter of April 29 has been received, and I am pleased 
to offer you the following information. In the State of 
Florida, we have twenty-one full-time science supervisors 
and five supervisors who work in science and mathematics.
All of these persons belong to the Florida Association of 
Science Supervisors. I would be interested in receiving any 
data that you derive from the use of this information.
Sincerely,
ihn S. HutchinsonJoh  
Coordinator for Curriculum 
Development
JSH/ecp
APPENDIX D
Introductory and Follow-up Letters to Florida 
District Superintendents Requesting 
Permission to Conduct the Survey
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The administration of Collier County Public Schools of Florida has 
granted me a sabbatical leave to pursue the Doctorate in Educational 
Supervision at East Tennessee State University. As a part of my 
dissertation research, I am specifically interested in the status of 
science supervision in our sixty-seven Florida counties.
You are assuredly too busy to participate directly in this study.
It is, then, my request that you appoint an appropriate supervisor to 
supply me with the minimal data my research will require.
The enclosed self-addressed card can be used to name the respondent 
you desire or to indicate to me that you do not wish your district to be 
included in this Florida-wide study.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Roy F. Ellis 
Doctoral Student
Enclosure
P.S. No data will be reported as to specific source, no districts will be
identified and no persons will be named in this study. All participating 
districts will be supplied with a free summary of the findings.
On August 21, 1976, I mailed you a request that one of your county 
supervisors be named as a respondent to my study of science supervision 
in Florida school districts. The letter contained a self-addressed 
return card, which also gave you an opportunity to request that your 
district not be included in the study. I have not heard from you. A 
second return card is enclosed. I would greatly appreciate a response, 
pro or con.
Sincerely,
Roy F. Ellis 
Doctoral Student
Enclosure
APPENDIX E
Cover and Follow-up Letters Which Accompanied
Survey Instrument
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Dear Mr.
Dr. Joe Thomas Elliot, your district superintendent, informed me that 
you were selected by him to assist in the completion of this study of 
"The Status of Science Supervision in Florida School Districts". As 
a person familiar with supervision of this curricular area I feel 
certain you will make a fine contribution. Science supervisors are 
defined, for the purpose of this study, as persons responsible for the 
supervision, coordination, or direction of science curricula regardless 
of their titles.
Please assist me in this study by completing the enclosed survey 
instrument. It should require no more than fifteen minutes to complete. 
Your cooperation is crucial.
The name of your district is included as a survey item. Please 
indicate this bit of information to assist me in locating non-respondents 
and to assure that you will receive a summary of the findings of this study. 
No data will be reported as to specific source.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Roy F. Ellis 
Doctoral Student
Enclosure
January 5, 1977
The holiday season is over and school people, generally, are back 
on the job. You were designated by your superintendent as the person 
in your county who would supply me with data on the status of Science 
Supervision in your district.
On November 27, 1976, I mailed you a survey form and self-addressed 
envelop. The big majority of those designated by their superintendents 
have replied, but I have not heard from you. I assume the Christmas 
rush possibly prevented your early reply. If you have lost the form 
please return the enclosed card and I'll send you a new one. Otherwise 
I will expect to hear from you soon..
Science supervisors are defined, for the purpose of this study, as 
persons responsible for the supervision, coordination, or direction of 
science curricula regardless of their titles.
No data will be reported as to specific source, no districts will 
be identified in this study and no persons will be named in this study.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Roy F. Ellis 
Doctoral Student
Enclosure
APPENDIX F
Cover Letter for the Field Test of the
Survey Instrument
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NEMO
TO: Selected Public School Supervisors of Upper East Tennessee
FROM: Roy F. Ellis, Doctoral Fellow, E.T.S.U.
DATE:
RE: Your possible assistance in a study of science supervision
It is considered both desirable and necessary to test research 
instruments before they are used in serious research efforts. Dr. Betty 
Hankins has indicated her willingness to solicit your help in testing and 
appraising the attached instrument.
If you will, please fill it in and consider the nature of the data 
sought. My purpose is: "To ascertain, study, evaluate and report the status
of science supervision in the public schools of Florida."
1. Do. you consider this instrument adequate for that purpose?
2. Are there items on the instrument that are irrelevant or that 
should be removed for any reason?
3. Is the form, shape, design of the instrument adequate?
4. Are there suggestions you could make to improve this instrument?
I need and will sincerely appreciate your help. When the study is 
finished, I will see to it that Dr. Betty Hankins is informed of the findings 
and will be able to pass them on to you.
Sincerely,
Roy F. Ellis
RFE:mlh
Attachment
APPENDIX G 
The Survey Instrument
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SURVEY INSTRUMENT 
STATUS OF SCIENCE SUPERVISION
PERSONAL DATA:
1. Exact title of your position ___________________________ _______ _
2. Age Range: over 60____ , 50-60____ , 40-49____ , 30-39____, 20-29.
3. Experience: Teacher   yrs. Administrator
County
Experience in other school systems
4. Certification: Administration  , Supervision
Other types of certification ____________________
yrs. Supervisor 
yrs.
Neither ____.
Sex: M_
  yrs.
5. My regular contract is for: 9 months  
6. Regular contract salary: less $8,000
$8,000-10,999 
$11,000-13,999' 
$14,000-16,999
_, 10 months , 11 months 12 months
$17,000-19,999 
$20,000-22,999 
$23,000-25,999 
$26,000 +
7. I believe all teachers under my supervision are paid less than I am. T or F
8. Academic Preparation:
Major
A.B.-B.S.
M.A.-M.S.
Ed .S
Ed.D.-Ph.D.
Minor Institution
Year
Completed
9. Estimate of earned academic credits:
Supervision
Curriculum
PROFESSIONAL ASPECTS: .
Hours 
Qtr. Sem.
Hours
Qtr. Sem.
Administrat ion 
Science
1. I am sometimes paid as a consultant outside my district. T or F
2. I have published articles relative to science or supervision. T or F
3. X have been asked to speak on science or supervision within the past year. T or F
4. I belong to and attend meetings of the following professional organizations:
Please check attendance as R = regularly; 0 = often; S = seldom; N = have never attended
but belong
F.E.A. N.E. \. A. F. r. F .A -S .s• F .A • S.1 • A ■ S • C .r • M.S -T • A. Others
R O s N R 0 S K R 0 S M  n 0 s N R C s F R O S N R 0 s N
Local
State
National
SUPERVISORY ORGANIZATION:
1. Check levels in which you are responsible for supervising science
Approximate percentage of time 
spent at each level
Elementary   this includes grades    %
Junior High   this includes grades_______________________ 7,
Middle School ____  this includes grades   %
High School   this includes grades______________________  %
2. Do you have official duties other than supervision and/or teaching? Yes or No
(If yes, explain)
3. Do you have regular teaching duties? Yes or No
A. Approximate number of teachers under your supervision who teach one or more science
classes. 0-30____ , 31-60____ , 61-90____ , 91-120____, 121+____ .
5. Number of schools with which you work on a regular basis __________ (number)'.
6. About how many miles do you drive or travel each week to carry on supervisory work?
______ .______  (Miles)
7. I am provided a vehicle. T or F
8. X am reimbursed for travel expenses. T or F
9. Ts the position of Science Supervisor authorized by the school board of your
district? Yes or No
10. If yes, about when was it authorized? ______________  (year)
11. Approximately when was the position actually filled? _____________  (year)
12. Was it authorized under terms of the N.D.E.A.? Yes or No
13. Check the year(s) the position has been filled since its authorization.
Before 1958 ____ , 1959  , 1960  , 1961  , 1962 , 1963 ____ , 1964 ____ ,
1965 ____ , 1966  , 1967 ____ , 1968  , 1969_____ , 1970 ____ , 1971 ____ , 1972 ___
1973 ____ , 1974  , 1975 ____ .
14. There is an official written job description for my position. T or F
(Please send a copy if available)
15. My position is considered as Staff (versus Line). T or F-
16. My position was secured through a formal application for an open position. T or F
17. I secured my position by direct promotion on the part of local administration. T or
18. Ky immediate supervisor is the Superintendent  , Principal  , General
Supervisor  , other  .
19. I have the authority to determine textbook usage. T or F
20. I have the authority to grant budget requests. T or F
21. I can visit schools without a principal's permission. T or F
22. I can attain tenure in my position. T or F
23. I am asked for recommendations on hiring new science teachers. T or F
24. I am asked to make recommendations on placing science teachers. T or F
25. I am consulted in the matter of tenure for science teachers. T or F
26. I am provided secretarial help. T or F
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TYPE OK SUPERVISION:
As you perform supervisory activities, which of the following statements seem to best 
describe your behavior as you see it. Please check in one column only after each statement 
(1) often; (2) occasionally; (3) seldom; (A) very seldom.
1 2 3 A
1. I inspect science programs in schools and report conditions to 
my superiors.
2. I behave as a specialist ready and willing to assist teachers 
in all academic matters.
3. I show a high regard for the feelings of teachers and work to 
ease the emotional stresses of their work.
A. 1 try to "sell" the teachers on the approved objectives of their 
courses and insist that they teach to achieve them.
5. 1 steadily advocate the use of the findings of educational 
research and measurement as bases for developing teaching methods
6. I try to reach consensus with individual teachers on desired 
outcomes and evaluate the teacher on attainment of the Specified 
objectives.
7. I respect the systems approach to organizational efficiency and 
tend generally to accept the goals of a system projected by the 
administration.
PREPARATION FOR SUPERVISION
The following are identified in current science supervision research as acceptable 
criteria for the preparation of science supervisors. Please assign each item a: first
priority (1), second priority (2), third priority (3), or fourth priority (A).
TOE LEFT COLUMN is to indicate the emphasis in your institutional preparation.
THE RIGHT COLUMN is to indicate the emphasis your experience has taught you to
attach to these skills. Mark both columns using 1, 2, 3, or A. «
..........  5 o 8 aO
out) to c 
m  g id ** w
tn u  w  ■*-*
« -4 « « M
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LEADERSHIP E c S e 2 x
u  H  pH w  ’W W
1. Identify short and long range goals._________________________________________ ______  ______
2. Interpret the interrelationships of objectives. ______ ______
3 . Analyze science programs for strengths and weaknesses. _______  ______
A. Analyze science programs for inservice implications. ______  ______
5. Interpret the differences between traditional and experimental programs. ______ ______
6. Identify excellent teacher behavior. _____ ______
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
1. Identify objectives of the local science program.
2. Evaluate existing science programs using established criteria.
3. Identify current experimental scienre curriculum programs.
A. Analyze new curriculum materials with respect to philosophy, content, and 
goals.
5. Identify new science curriculum materials for a teacher, subject, or system.
6. Identify teachers to participate in curriculum development.
SCIENCE FACILITIES
1. Analyze science facilities needs in terras of future curriculum.
2. Describe desirable facilities for elementary science.
3. Interpret the nc-ed for specialized facilities.
A. Interpret science facilities needs to administrators.
5. Describe space requirements for classwork.
6. Interpret science facilities requirements to architects.
EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS
1. Justify equipment and materials for a specified curriculum.
2. Analyze teacher requests for equipment and materials.
3. Identify suppliers of science equipment.
A. Describe methods for organizing and storing science equipment and 
materials.
5. Identify agencies for repair of science equipment.
6. Identify appropriate instructors for materials workshops.
SCIENCE TEACHING METHODS
1. Identify curriculum programs based upon a laboratory approach.
2. Compare a variety of methods available in science teaching.
3. Describe the conditions necessary for safe and effective demonstrations. 
A. Identify professional references on methods and materials.
5. Identify sources of suggestions for individual laboratory experiences.
6. Identify sources of suggestions for science demonstrations.
SELF-GROWTH
1. Identify journals in science education and science content.
2. Establish relationships in science education organizations.
3. Review journals in science education and science content.
A. Evaluate progress toward self-established goals.
5. Use self-instructional materials related to science education.
PUBLIC RELATIONS
1. Interpret objectives of the science program to the public.
2. Justify the use of equipn.ent and materials in teaching of science.
3. Interpret the need for science facilities to the public.
A. Interpret the methods of science and science teaching to the public.
5. Identify museums and other places of interest for science field trips.
6. Solicit help in science programs from advanced institutions.
Please check here ____ if you wish to receive a resume of the findings of this study.
Thank you for your cooperation,
Roy F. Ellis 
(Doctoral Fellow)
East Tennessee State University 
Johnson City, Tennessee 37601
APPENDIX H
Years and Types of Experiences of Florida Supervisors, 
with and without Science Titles, by Age and Sex
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Years and Type of Experience of Florida Supervisors 
with Science in their Title by Age and Sex
Age Sex
Years and Type of Experience
Teaching Administrative Supervisory In Other Systems
20-29 F 8 0 0 3
M 9 4 4 2
M 8 0 4 1
30-39 M 4 0 6 0
M 5 5 0 0
M 5 0 6 0
M 12 0 8 0
F 17 8 0 0
M 15 0 10 7
40-49 M 0 0 15 6
M 12 0 8 0
F 12 0 11 0
M 5 7 12 5
M 12 6 7 7
M 9 0 20 4
M 15 0 3 10
M 7 0 4 0
50-60 F 17 0 10 6
F 20 0 5 10
M 13 0 13 13
M 18 0 10 20
60+ M
M
15
11
0
0
18
20
8
0
Totals
18M
5F 249 30 194 102
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Years and Type of Experience of Florida Supervisors 
without Science in their Title by Age and Sex
Age Sex
Years and Type of Experience
Teaching Administrative Supervisory In Other Systems
20-29 M
M
0
4
6
4
0
0
2
0
30-39 M 6 0 1 2
M 2 4 3 5
M 7 10 10 1
M 3 2 19 0
M 3 3 16 0
40-49 F 15 0 5 0
M 11 0 6 1
F 12 0 7 0
M 8 0 18 20
F 10 5 0 12
M 11 4 5 0
M 4 17 10 0
F 0 0 10 2
F 5 0 15 0
50-60 M 2 14 14 9
M 19 7 3 4
F 15 5 10 4
M 6 12 12 2
M 4 3 7 0
60+ M 20 20 10 40
Totals 16M-6F 167 116 181 104
APPENDIX I
Undergraduate Major and Minor, Graduate Major, 
Estimate of Semester Hours, of Florida 
Supervisors with and without Science 
Titles by Age, Sex, and Date of 
Last Degree
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Undergraduate Major and Minor, Graduate Major, Estimate of Semester Hours, of Florida
Supervisors with Science Titles by Age, Sex, and Date of Last Degree
Date
of
Degree
Age Sex
Undergraduate
Graduate
Major
Estimate of Semester Hours
Major Minor Supervision Curriculum Administration Science
50-60 M Chemistry Biology Adm./Supv. 15 15 15 85
50-60 M Biology English Sc. Educ. 20 20 20 100
Before 60+ M Physics Math Physics 12 10 15 60
1955 50-60 F Phys. Ed. Biology Education 12 12 12 50
40-49 M Phys. Ed. Math Admin. 13 30 33 53
40-49 M Soc. Stud. Science Admin. 12 18 42 26
60+ M Chemistry Math Admin. 20 40 16 80
1955- 40-49 M Biology Chemistry Education 30 30 14 50
1960 40-49 M Science Phys. Ed. Adm. / Supv. 12 45 12 45
1961- 40-49 M Education Biology Chem./Phy. 30 30 20 200
1965 50-60 F Science History Education
40-49 F Biology Chemistry Adm./Supv.
1966- 50-60 M Business Geology 5 5 5 95
1970 30-39 M Biology Biology 12 12 6 170
30-39 M Math Physics Adm./Supv. 9 9 48 17
40-49 M Science Education Education 12 30 64
20-29 F Biology Chemistry Env. Sci. 40 80
1971- 40-49 F Biology English Education 24 42 24 70
1976 30-39 M Elem. Ed. Elem. Ed. 6 8 8 30
50-60 M Education English Education 6 18 10 120
30-39 M Education Journalism Sci. Ed. 30 30 30 100
50-60 M Science Math Education 9 6 9 100
30-39 M Biology English Curr./lnst. 9 85 10 110+
Total 298 535 349 1705
N = 23 Average 14.19 25.47 16.61 81.19
Range 0-30 6-85 0-48 17-200
Undergraduate Major and Minor, Graduate Major, Estimate of Semester Hours, of Florida
Supervisors without Science Titles by Age, Sex, and Date of Last Degree
Date
of
Degree
Age Sex
Undergraduate
Graduate
Major
Estimate of Semester Hours
Major Minor Supervision Curriculum Admini s t ra t i on Science
60+ M Science Guidance Education 8 8 8 33
Before 50-60 M Soc. Stud. Education Adm./Supv. 13 13 13 12
1955 50-60 M Education Adm./Supv. 30 12 30 12
50-60 M Soc. Stud. Adm./Supv. 10 10 10 7
40-49 M Education Adm./Supv. 30 36 30 12
1956- 40-49 M Soc. Stud. Science Adm./Supv. 13 13 26 36
1960 50-60 F Biology Spanish Adm./Supv. 15 30 21 20
1961-1965 50-60 F Phys. Ed. Science Curr./Supv.
50-60 F Elem. Ed. Lib. Sci. 9 6 9 5
1966- 40-49 F Home Ec. Science Home Ec. 20 24 16 24
1970 40-49 M Science Math Sci. Ed. 8 8 8 100
50-60 M Voc. Ag. Adm./Supv. 12 9 6 24
40-49 M Soc. Stud. Adm./Supv. 8 13 13 12
50-60 M Sci. Educ. Elem. Ed. Adm. /Supv.
20-29 M Education Science Adm./Supv. 10 23 13 30
1971- 30-39 M Elem. Ed. Reading 5 70 13 11
1976 40-49 M Communi. Math Adm./Supv. 16 13 13 17
40-49 F Biology Science Supv. 20 80 15 80
30-39 M Elem. Ed. Science Adm./Supv. 20 30 50 18
50-60 M History Economics Adm./Supv. 6 6 12 12
40-49 F Psycho. Curr./Inst.
Total 253 404 306 465
N = 21 Average 14.05 22.44 17 25.83
Range 5-30 6-80 6-50 5-100
APPENDIX J
Types of Certification of Designated Supervisors 
of Science Curricula
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Types of Certification of Designated Supervisors 
of Science Curricula
Type Number
Administration and Supervision 36
Supervision 6
Administration 2
Curriculum 1
Science 18
Biology 7
Chemistry 6
Physics 4
Math 7
Journalism 1
English 4
Social Studies 6
Health 1
Physical Education 1
Driver Education 1
Elementary Education 5
History 2
Spanish 1
Economics 1
Guidance 1
Home Economics 1
APPENDIX K
Florida School District Titled and Untitled 
Science Supervisors by Number of Teachers 
and Schools Supervised and Average Miles 
Driven per Week
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Florida School District Titled Science Supervisors by 
Number of Teachers and Schools Supervised and 
Average Miles Driven per Week
No. of Teachers No. of Schools Approx. miles
Respondent Supervised Supervised Driven
1 0-30 3 30
2 31-60 32 140
3 121+ 40 300+
4 121+ 67 125
5 121+ 32 100
6 91-120 35 50
7 31-60 10 70
8 290 105 60
9 300 37 125
10 121+ 93 200
11 0-30 1 0
12 121+ 25 200
13 91-120 54 100
14 121+ 240+ 100
15 121+ 93 150
16 91-120 11 400
17 91-120 9 100
18 121+ 145 150
19 121+ 24 200
20 61-90 12 185
21 61-90 11 125
22 121+ 28 50
23 121+ 137 100
Total 1244 3060
Average 54.08 133.04
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Florida School District Untitled Science Supervisors by 
Number of Teachers and Schools Supervised and 
Average Miles Driven per Week
No. of Teachers No. of Schools Approx. miles
Respondent Supervised Supervised Driven
24 0-30 88 0
25 121+ 30 0
26 0-30 1 13
27 31-60 7 200
28 0-30 10 200
29 121+ 10 200
30 121+ 5 30
31 31-60 3 25
32 0-30 5 200
33 0-30 7 100
34 91-120 4 80
35 91-120 5 40
36 61-90 10 500
37 61-90 14 90
38 61-90 32 90
39 0-30 2 0
40 121+ 20 0
41 0-30 6 150
42 31-60 6 200
43 121+ 19 200
44 121+ 10 100
Total 294 2418
Average 17.29 142.23
APPENDIX L
Job Descriptions Received from 
Florida Science Supervisors
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TITLE: Consultant
QUALIFICATIONS:
1. A master's degree or higher.
2. Valid teacher certification with coverage in supervision and 
area of responsibility.
3. Related teaching experience totaling at least five years.
4. Such alternatives to the above qualifications as the Board may 
find appropriate and acceptable.
REPORTS TO: Appropriate Director
JOB GOAL:
To work cooperatively with principals and teachers in a continuing 
effort to improve the instructional program.
PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:
1. Familiarizes new teachers with curriculum guides, materials of 
instruction and suggested patterns of classroom organization 
for best teaching results. This may include assistance to 
teachers in matters, such as:
a. planning daily schedules and lesson plans.
b. grouping children for effective instruction.
c. physical arrangement of classroom to best serve the purposes 
of instructional program.
2. Plans or conducts demonstration lessons that teachers may observe.
3. Works with teachers and administrators on curriculum committees.
4. Confers with teachers and principals on problems concerning 
children, curriculum improvement, classroom management and 
interpretation of county procedures and policies related to 
instruction.
5. Meets with principals, supervisors and county administrators on 
matters related to the study, adoption and implementation of new 
programs and procedures for the improvement of the instructional 
program.
6. Performs such other tasks and assumes such other responsibilities 
as may be assigned by the director.
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT:
Salary and work year to be established by the Board.
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EVALUATION:
Performance of this job will be evaluated annually in accordance 
with provisions of the Board's policy on Evaluation of Administrative 
Personnel.
PAY GRADE:
Instructional Schedule
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POSITION: Supervisor of Elementary Science
DIRECTLY RESPONSIBLE TO: General Director of Elementary Education
NAME:
PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS:
Hold a Rank II certificate in Elementary Education. Certification 
in Elementary Supervision and Administration. Certification in 
General Science. Possess background in process approach in the 
teaching of Science. Five years teaching experience at the elementary 
level. Demonstrate leadership qualities such as: ability to relate
well with adults as well as children, to accept and give directions, 
to make decisions and support them, to express oneself in a professional 
manner, and possess good physical and mental health.
OUTLINE OF FUNCTIONS:
1. Understand, support, and provide leadership in the elementary 
instructional program.
2. Initiate and plan with staff and administration a comprehensive
educational program in elementary science to meet the needs of
the children and community.
3. Provide leadership in long and short range planning for the 
continuity and improvement of the instructional program with the 
total staff.
4. Coordinate the county elementary science program to meet 
regulations of the Department of Education and legislative 
mandates,
5. Plan and implement an inservice program for staff which
emphasizes scientific literacy, cognitive skills, the processes
of science, and empirically-based learning.
6. Prepare and monitor necessary budgets as required to implement 
the county elementary science program.
7. Act as a resource person for the selection and use of new 
materials and teaching techniques.
8. Encourage the staff to use appropriate materials, aids, 
equipment, and other resources which are available.
9. Observe classroom situations for the purpose of aiding the 
teacher in improving elementary science instructional procedures 
and practices such as:
a. Classroom management
b. Testing and evaluation
c. Grouping
d. Individualizing instruction
e. Demonstration teaching
Coordinate and obtain Consultant Personnel services.
Prepare such reports, bulletins, and necessary records as 
requested by the General Director of Elementary Education.
Perform other staff level duties as assigned by General Director 
of Elementary Education.
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TITLE: Supervisor, Science and Environmental Studies
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS:
1. Education - Master's degree with formal training in science and 
curriculum design.
2. Experience - At least five years successful classroom teaching 
experience.
3. Certification - Certification in science; Administration and 
Supervision K-12.
RESPONSIBLE TO: Director, Curriculum Development
STAFF RESPONSIBLE TO THIS POSITION: None
JOB SUMMARY:
1. Is responsible for the development of science and environmental 
studies curriculum, K-12. Identifies and cooperates with 
community resource persons and groups knowledgeable in and 
concerned about science and matters pertaining to environmental 
quality.
2. Recommends to individual schools procedures and resources for 
the improvement of instruction.
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:
1. Works with the Director of Curriculum and the Department of 
Education to develop an effective science and environmental 
studies program.
2. Responds to requests of principals and teachers for assistance 
in the evaluation and improvement of instruction.
3. Assists in the implementation of in-service training experiences 
for teachers.
4. Implements special programs for students talented in science 
and environmental studies.
5. Selects appropriate sites for field study, trains personnel to 
implement field study activities, and provides over-all 
coordination for the field studies program.
6. Selects appropriate curriculum materials and directs curriculum 
writing for science and environmental studies.
7. Draws up specifications for the science supplies bid and assists 
in the design of science facilities for new schools.
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8. Evaluates the extent to which the science and environmental 
studies program fulfills the state and district goals for 
education.
9. Coordinates the necessary procedures for the repair of science 
laboratory and field equipment.
10. Participates in the evaluation of school textbooks and science 
audiovisual materials.
11. Represents the curriculum division in the annual Regional Science 
and Engineering Fair.
12. Participates in the development of environmental education mini­
grant proposals and assists in the implementation of those
projects which are funded.
13. Coordinates the Greening of the Schoolyards program for all 
elementary schools.
14. Assists in the development of advanced degree programs for science 
teachers.
15. Apprises secondary science department heads, via monthly 
department head meetings, of district-wide programs and events.
16. Cooperates with local advisory councils and organizations 
interested in science and environmental quality curriculum.
17. Participates in local, state and national professional activities.
18. Meets with company representatives regarding commercial materials 
appropriate for use in the school district.
19. Coordinates special science events such as, symposia and energy
conservation promotional activities.
20. Performs additional duties as assigned.
21. Places student teachers in secondary science.
TITLE: Coordinator, Math and Science
BROAD STATEMENT:
The County Coordinator of Math and Science shall do whatever seems 
feasible, in the areas of math and science, which will increase the 
effectiveness of the math and science educational programs in the 
various public schools of the county in grades K-12.
SPECIFIC DUTIES:
To accomplish the broad objective, the Coordinator will have the 
following specific duties in the fields of mathematics and science:
1. Provide aid in planning and introducing courses with specific 
regard to equipment, supplies, classroom facilities, audio­
visual aids, and other materials useful in an educational program.
2. Keep abreast of and disseminate information relative to new 
programs, contests, conventions, scholarships, in-service 
programs, summer institutes, and other activities considered to 
be worthwhile by searching the literature and examining new 
materials and programs.
3. Encourage and promote both student and teacher participation in 
field trips and student laboratory activities.
4. Arrange for obtaining industrial and governmental exhibits and 
programs.
5. Institute, promote, and render assistance, working through the 
General Supervisor and the Curriculum Supervisor, in providing 
teacher-training programs and workshops.
6. Recommend materials considered to be useful aids to media 
center directors.
7. Stimulate interest in math and science by encouraging schools 
and teachers to use qualified persons in assembly programs and 
in classrooms as speakers.
8. Provide special lecture-demonstrations, upon request of 
principals, curriculum assistants, or classroom teachers.
9. Keep abreast of activities of state and national professional 
organizations.
10. Provide assistance in good public relations.
11. Encourage teachers to actively participate in worthwhile local, 
state, and national programs such as instructional-materials 
evaluations, pilot programs, writing teams, fairs, school 
evaluations, and professional organizations.
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12. Recommend desirable teacher working conditions such as class 
size, space, equipment and supplies, and teacher load.
13. Encourage self-improvement of teachers by keeping them informed 
about available institutes, literature, in-service programs, 
and new programs.
14. Visit classrooms for the purpose of improving the instructional 
program rather than to report the effectiveness of the teachers 
concerned.
4.
APPENDIX M
Acceptable Criteria for Preparation of Supervisors by
Supervisors with and without Science Titles
with Mean Scores on Assigned Priorities
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Acceptable Criteria for Preparation of Supervisors
by Supervisors with Science Titles with Mean
Scores on Assigned Priorities
Mean
LEADERSHIP
1. Identify short and long range goals. 1.56
2. Interpret the interrelationships of objectives. 1.91
3'. Analyze science programs for strengths and weaknesses. 1.34
4. Analyze science programs for inservice implications. 1.86
5. Interpret the differences between traditional and
experimental programs. 2.04
6. Identify excellent teacher behavior. 1.82
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
7. Identify objectives of the local science program. 1.26
8. Evaluate existing science programs using established criteria. 1.65
9. Identify current experimental science curriculum programs. 2.0
10. Analyze new curriculum materials with respect to philosophy,
content, and goals. 1.73
11. Identify new science curriculum materials for a teacher,
subject or system. 1.73
12. Identify teachers to participate in curriculum development. 1.73
SCIENCE FACILITIES
13. Analyze science facilities needs in terms of future
curriculum. 1.73
14. Describe desirable facilities for elementary science. 2.04
15. Interpret the need for specialized facilities. 1.95
16. Interpret science facilities needs to administrators. 1.73
17. Describe space requirements for classwork. 2.21
18. Interpret science facilities requirements to architects. 2.04
EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS
19. Justify equipment and materials for a specified curriculum. 1.47
20. Analyze teacher requests for equipment and materials. 1.82
21. Identify suppliers of science equipment. 1.95
22. Describe methods for organizing and storing science equipment
and materials. 2.13
23. Identify agencies for repair of science equipment. 2.30
24. Identify appropriate instructors for materials workshops. 1.73
SCIENCE TEACHING METHODS
25. Identify curriculum programs based upon a laboratory approach. 1.65
26. Compare a variety of methods available in science teaching. 1.60
27. Describe the conditions necessary for safe and effective
demonstrations. 2.04
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Mean
28. Identify professional references on methods and
materials. 1.91
29. Identify sources of suggestions for individual laboratory
experiences. 2.30
30. Identify sources of suggestions for science demonstrations. 2.26
SELF'-GROWTH
31. Identify journals in science education and science content. 2.08
32. Establish relationships in science education organizations. 2.13
33. Review journals in science education and science content. 2.04
34. Evaluate progress toward self-established goals. 2.52
35. Use self-instructional materials related to science
education. 2.39
PUBLIC RELATIONS
36. Interpret objectives of the science program to the public. 2.21
37. Justify the use of equipment and materials in teaching of
science. 2.17
38. Interpret the need for science facilities to the public. 2.30
39. Interpret the methods of science and science teaching to
the public. 2.21
40. Identify museums and other places of interest for science
field trips. 1.95
41. Solicit help in science programs from advanced
institutions. 2.17
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Acceptable Criteria for. Preparation of Supervisors
by Supervisors without Science Titles with Mean
Scores on Assigned Priorities
Mean
LEADERSHIP
1. Identify short and long range goals. 1.35
2. Interpret the interrelationships of objectives. 1.86
3. Analyze science programs for strengths and weaknesses. 1.47
4. Analyze science programs for inservice implications. 1.64
5. Interpret the differences between traditional and
experimental programs. 2.29
6. Identify excellent teacher behavior. 1.88
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
7. Identify objectives of the local science program. 1.41
8. Evaluate existing science programs using established criteria. 1.94
9. Identify current experimental science curriculum programs. 2.23
10. Analyze new curriculum materials with respect to philosophy,
content, and goals. 2.05
11. Identify new science curriculum materials for a teacher,
subject, or system. 2.0
12. Identify teachers to participate in curriculum development. 1.88
SCIENCE FACILITIES
13. Analyze science facilities needs in terms of future
curriculum. 1.64
14. Describe desirable facilities for elementary science. 2.0
15. Interpret the need for specialized facilities. 2.23
16. Interpret science facilities needs to administrators. 1.64
17. Describe space requirements for classwork. 2.05
18. Interpret science facilities requirements to architects. 2.05
EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS
19. Justify equipment and materials for a specified curriculum. 1.82
20. Analyze teacher requests for equipment and materials. 1.58
21. Identify suppliers of science equipment. 2.23
22. Describe methods for organizing and storing science equipment
and materials. 2.70
23. Identify agencies for repair of science equipment. 2.41
24. Identify appropriate instructors for materials workshops. 1.70
SCIENCE TEACHING METHODS
25. Identify curriculum programs based upon a laboratory approach. 1.88
26. Compare a variety of methods available in science teaching. 1.70
27. Describe the conditions necessary for safe and effective
demonstrations. 2.11
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Mean
28. Identify professional references on methods and
materials. 2.05
29. Identify sources of suggestions for individual laboratory
experiences. 2.47
30. Identify sources of suggestions for science demonstrations. 2.23
SELF'-GROWTH
31. Identify journals in science education and science content. 2.0
32. Establish relationships in science education organizations. 2.58
33. Review journals in science education and science content. 2.17
34. Evaluate progress toward self-established goals. 1.88
35. Use self-instructional materials related to science
education. 1.94
PUBLIC RELATIONS
36. Interpret objectives of the science program to the public. 1.76
37. Justify the use of equipment and materials in teaching of
science. 2.29
38. Interpret the need for science facilities to the public. 2.17
39. Interpret the methods of science and science teaching to
the public. 2.41
40. Identify museums and other places of interest for science
field trips. 2.05
41. Solicit help in science programs from advanced
institutions. 2.35
APPENDIX N
Acceptable Criteria for Preparation of Supervisors by
Supervisors with and without Science Titles
with T Scores
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Acceptable Criteria for Preparation of Supervisors by
Supervisors with and without Science Titles
with T Scores
Students 1 
T-test 
Value
LEADERSHIP
1. Identify short and long range goals. 0.977
2. Interpret the interrelationships of objectives. 0.365
3. Analyze science programs for strengths and weaknesses. -0.645
4. Analyze science programs for inservice implications. 0.730
5. Interpret the differences between traditional and
experimental programs. -0.708
6. Identify excellent teacher behavior. -0.165
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
7. Identify objectives of the local science program. 0.820
8. Evaluate existing science programs using established criteria.-1.133
9. Identify current experimental science curriculum programs. -0.765
10. Analyze new curriculum materials with respect to philosophy,
content, and goals. -1.177
11. Identify new science curriculum materials for a teacher,
subject or system. -0.810
12. Identify teachers to participate in curriculum development. -0.435
SCIENCE FACILITIES
13. Analyze science facilities needs in terms of future
curriculum. 0.333
14. Describe desirable facilities for elementary science. 0.141
15. Interpret the need for specialized facilities. -0.895
16. Interpret science facilities needs to administrators. 0.414
17. Describe space requirements for classwork. 0.550
18. Interpret science facilities requirements to architects. -0.408
EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS
19. Justify equipment and materials for a specified curriculum. -1.480
20. Analyze teacher requests for equipment and materials. 0.845
21. Identify suppliers of science equipment. -0.921
22. Describe methods for organizing and storing science equipment
and materials. -1.844
23. Identify agencies for repair of science equipment. -0.323
24. Identify appropriate instructors for materials workshops. 0.117
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Students1 
T-test 
 Value
SCIENCE TEACHING METHODS
25. Identify curriculum programs based upon a laboratory approach,.-0.797
26. Compare a variety of methods available in science teaching. -0.374
27. Describe the conditions necessary for safe and effective
demonstrations. -0.235
28. Identify professional references on methods and
materials. -0.648
29. Identify sources of suggestions for individual laboratory
experiences. -0.556
30. Identify sources of suggestions for science demonstrations. 0.090
SELF'-GROWTH
31. Identify journals in science education and science content. 0.272
32. Establish relationships in science education organizations. -1.455
33. Review journals in science education and science content. -0.457
34. Evaluate progress toward self-established goals. 0.948
35. Use self-instructional materials related to science
education. 1.478
PUBLIC RELATIONS
36. Interpret objectives of the science program to the public. 1.475
37. Justify the use of equipment and materials in teaching of
science. -0.353
38. Interpret the need for science facilities to the public. 0.383
39. Interpret the methods of science and science teaching to
the public. -0.624
40. Identify museums and other places of interest for science
field trips. -0.320
41. Solicit help in science programs from advanced
institutions. -.0565
T is significant at .05 confidence level if it is equal to or
greater than 2.025.
Degrees of freedom = 23 + 17 - 2 = 38.
Failed to reject the null in all cases.
